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Gubernatorial candidates speak at forum

partly cloudy
Becoming partly cloudy with
highs in the low 50s. Variable
winds 5 to 10 miles an hour.
Tonight mostly clear. Lows in
the mid to upper 30s. Winds
becoming south at 5 to 10 miles
an hour. Saturday mostly sunny and wanner. Highs in the
low 40s. South winds 10 to 15
miles an hour.
LAKE LEVELS
354.0
Kentucky Lake
353.9
Lake Barkley
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stressed the theme of his campaign as being "Jobs, Jobs, Jobs,"
for Kentuckians.
"There are currently 200,000
Kentuckians out of work and by
1990, 170,000 more will be ready to
enter the work market," he informed the audience.
He made three proposals that
his administration would carry
out if he is elected as the next
governor of the Commonwealth.
His proposals are to expand
economic development by making
Kentucky more attractive to
business and industry, to place
emphasis on education and to
upgrade Kentucky's transportation.
In the area of economic development, Sloane sited his experience
with working toward better labor
and business relationships while
serving as Louisville's mayor.
In educational development,
Sloane wants to see all graduates
of Kentucky schools well trained
in the areas of communication,
math, science and computers. He
pledged his support to institutes of
higher education, partially due to
the role they play in working with
and training professionals in industries.
He emphasized the necessity of
good farm-to-market roads and
state highways, pledging his support to these needs.
On the subject of tourism,
Sloane said it is the third largest
employer in the state and expressed his gratitude to those directly
Involved in the tourism industry.
He emphasized the importance
of those involved with tourism and
those in date govenunent in working together in managing the
state's parks, shrines and
historical sites.
"Tourism is not highlighted as it
should be," Sloane said. "Tin
Sloane administration will make
tourism a state department." be
pledged.
He recognized the need to reopen informational centers across
the gate that have been closed
and premised adequate funding
for maintenance of state-owned
facilities.
He expressed interest in
development of a parcel of land
purchased in Lyon County during
the Julian Carroll administration,
emphasizing the need for "input
and wisdom of the people in the
area."
Sloane was optimistic about the
development 'it--Mt Iromemee
Tiambigbee waterway ' project.
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Paducah Bank, Butcher
drop purchase-option

CANDIDATES FORUM — Smiles, handshakes and pledges were
T_ Imaiday night's gubernatorial candidates forum
In abundance at ,
sponsored by Kentucky's Western Waterland at the Kentucky Dam
Village State Park Convention Center. (From top left photo,
clockwise )Candidates Martha Layne Collins, Harvey Sloane, and
Grady Stumbo were present to address the tourism-oriented audierice on their proposals for the tourism industry, if elected as the
next governor of the Commonwealth. About 300 people were in attendance at the forum which was followed by a question and answer
period.
Staff photos by Ruth Ann Combs

By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Approximately 300 people with
varying interests in tourism turned out Thursday night at Kentucky nam Village State Park
Convention Center for a gubernatorial candidates forum sponsored by Kentucky's Western
Waterland with focus on Kentucky
tourism.
On hand for the event were
Democratic candidates. Martha
Layne Collins, Harvey Sloane and
(;rady Stumbo.
r. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State University,
was program moderator, introducing candidates and explaining "ground rules" for the forum.
Each candidate was allowed 15
minutes to speak. The order in
which they appeared at the
podium was determined by random drawing and a question and
answer period followed the completion of the candidates addresses.
Sloane, currently serving as
mayor of Louisville, drew the
number one speaking spot and
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for hundreds and hundreds of jobs
for people in Kentucky through
private industry." he said.
His closing remarks recognized
Kentucky as a center of action
that will succeed because, of its
location, beautiful and useful
resources, transportation, power
producing abilities, resourceful
Industries and the "people who
will meet the challenge.
He added, "Kentucky will meet
the future with great progress."
Following Sloane was U. Gov.
Collins.
Collins challenged that 'no
other candidate can match my
knowledge, committment and
support of Kentucky tourism.
"The future of tourism depends
on three things," she said. The
first of which is the industry's
status in state government.
secondly, is the support provided
by state government and the last
is the kind of corrunittment the
next governor makes to the industry.
"In the Collins administration.
tourism will be promoted to
cabinet status. Tourism needs
marketing research, management specialists, its own publicrelations management, hospitality development, more travel
shows, more conventions. There
are many tourism needs and what
Kentucky tourism needs, Collins
will provide," she said.
She pledged support to the industry through access to governmental services such as planning
and development, transportation,
promotions and matching funds.
"The success of these objectives," she said, "depend on the
dedication of the next governor."
In closing she pledged that her's
will be an open-door administration "managed with hard work.
strength and dignity."

Chief Hornbuckle
confirms speculation
Fire Chief James Hornbuckle
today confirmed speculation as to
the caw of a fire that destroyed
the contents of Leta's Beauty
Shop.
Hornbuckle reports that-the fire
darted in the coiling ot the structure located at 1000 Dodson Ave. A
faulty light fixture is was determined to be the cause of the blaze.
The early-morning fire was contained to the beauty shop with only
smoke and water damage done to
the ad)ohiing tailor shop.

Stu:
. nix) began his address to the
audience by recognizing tourism
as a business for Kentucky and the
importance of the jobs that are
provided by this business Ile
stressed that state government
does not need to dominate the
tourism industry but at the same
tune it does not need to be passive
to the industry's needs
Stunibo sees a need for Mate
government to provide statistics
to the tourism Industry concerning who has visited in the past..
where they came from, and who is
expected to be the next nuirket for
the industry
He pledged continued financial
support for promotion and advertising "Toureim has to meet a lot
of different needs We need to be
able to sell Kentucky, to appeal to
all aspects of tourism and all
types of tourists." he said.
He proposed the establishment
of a commission on tourism made
up of state officials and representatives (ruin the private sector to
work together for the benefit of
the tourism Industry
Stumbo told the audience that
he would strive to obtain new and
flexible funds for use by the industry. He-also recognized a need
for redevelopment of state parks
Stumbo said he LI the "only candidate running that has ever set
up a state budget."
"I-know what it's like to draft
and Introduce legislation, get it
funded and passed," he added
He pledged support to far
Western Kentucky and in closing,
again stressed that tourism does
not need more bureaucracy but
needs the "crest_jytty- and innovation that can- be provide by the
private sector."
(Continued On Page 2)
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Bell starts program's
second phase
The second phase of a new program that will save South Central
Bell almost half-a-million dollars
a year begins Saturday when the
phone company begins taking
repair calls at a new telephone
number.
Marvin Orgill, diftrict Manager
for Bell, said the new number.is I=
000-421-200tir and that it will serve
all residence and coin phone
customers in Kentucky.
.Orgill added that single-line
business customers will continue
to call the repair number introduced last December. That
number is 14104113411110.

MURRAY HIGH BAND MEMBERS SELECTED AS ALLDISTRICT — Seven Murray High School band members were
selected to the All-District Band through auditions at Reidland High
School by the First District Kentucky Music Educators Association.
Those selected were seniorsl Whitney .Taylor, clarinet; Mark
Donaldson, alto salohons; Steve Wells, trpmbone; junior Gretta
Shepherd. flute; aonjwmor. Robert Lyons, tube; freshmen, Robert
LaMastus. tubs; M Utiiify Ada, /luta. Itudents were judged on
prepared etudes on tone, technique, and musicality. the Ali-District
Honor Band will rehearse for'two days with guest conductor Tony
D'Andres, director of bands at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. They will present a public concert at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
Jetton Auditorium, Paducah. The concert is it« and the public is invited to AIN.
Carter Studio phalli*
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MSU professor's parenting book now a
. voiloble

A new book titled, "Parents m
(barge How to Keep Control of
Your Family." is now available in
local bookstores. It represents an
approach to raising children that
has for many years been considered outmoded and unfair to
children
The author and chief local
spokesman for this parenting
moveriient is Dr. Lawrence W.
Marrs, a professor and department chairman at Murray State
University. The book is illustrated
with cartoons depicting "fixes" in
hich parents typically find
ttwmselves by Mrs Marione Hatton
Parents in Charge' provides a
sure-fire system for establishing
family standards and sticking to
them " says Marrs. "It is a
orkbook written to encourage a
t00% orient away from permissive
parenting toward more traditional
a:ues • and behaviors Pernossivism has been the primary
ba trine of child rearing for
Neveral decades, and parents
.i.act know, how to stop the
r )))))ister run amuck
or even if
they should try. to stop it, he says
The Parents in Charge" type
parenting will be introduced in
a series of parenting seminars ber ig held on the Murray State
University campus from Feb. 21March 28 as part of the University 's non-credit continuing educatom program The seminars will
run (ram 6 30 o in until 9, and will
nieet in Room 210 of the Special
Edui ation Building at 16th Street
y

and Calloway Avenue The public
is invited to register for these
seminars pirough the Office of
Conferences and Continuing
pucation, Third Floor. Sparks
Wall on campus or call 762-2716 for
more information
The book and seminars are
designed to help parents write
their family standards, determine.
which kinds of discipline to use
with each of their children, select
appropriate reinforcers and
punishments; and determine how
they will proceed as parents in
charge
Parents will learn how to avoid
the "I Just Want To Be Friends
Game" with their children and
how to deal with what Marrs calls
the "Big Super Whoop-I
Seven" themes that are of major
concern to plirents at different
times in their child rearing These
are honesty', expression of anger.
sexual conduct. use of drugs and
alcohol, compassion and consideration for others. education.
and responsibility.
Marrs emphasizes that, The
time has come for parents to take
charge again They must demand
the right to raise their children according to their standards
'Parents in Charge' is for you if
you believe that your family
would tv better off with parents in
charge of things rather than surrendering totally to children.
psychologists and others who advocate letting kids 'do their own
thing; • you wonder hos* to instill
values. marin 'irs, and good

1.C
.
NON

behaviors' in your children; you
are concerned about what is happening to kids raised in permissive families; you want to
establish high standards in your
family that reflect your beliefs
and common sense: and you want
to develop a reasonable and firm
discipline and reward program."
Marrs is a father of three
children and tx a grandfather. He
has been at Murray State University since 1974 and is nationally
known as an innovative educator.

Candidates forum...
Continued From Page 1r
During the Auestion and answer
period following the candidates'
speeches, the issue of the sale of
alcoholic beverages was
discussed, with all three candidates
agreeing that it is a local option
for each community to decide but
all disapproving of such sales
within the state parks.
A question was raised—as to
whether the candidates could
foresee expansion at existing'
parks and establishment of new
parks
Collins responded saying, if the
money is available, she - would be
in favor of both expansion of existing parks and building new
ones
Stumbo would not commit
himself to this, explaining that the
first two years of the upcoming
adnimistration ''will be tough
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Mrs Hatton is a registered nurse
employed at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and is in great demand as a portrait artist (she
assures us that the little critters
used in illustrating the book were
not local look-a-likes).
The Readmore Bookstore in the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
will host an,autographing party
for Dr. Marrs and Ms. Hatton on
Saturday from 7 p.m.-9 The
public is invited to drop in and
chat with the author and artist
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(financially ). The money just isn't
there right now." He added that if
the last half of the administration
was in better financial condition,
that he would be in favor of
upgrading existing parks.
Sloane's response was positive
Qn both upgrading and building.
He again mentioned the development of land in Lyon County in to
park, stating that this would be an
asset and that he would defintely
support it
Another question addressed . to
the candidates concerned the reopening of tourist information
centers in the state that have been
closed due to lack of funding
Collins responded with the fact
that she would have to inspect the
cost/efficiency factor involved to
determine if money was saved by
closing the facilities or if money
was lost due to a reduction in
tourist revenue.
Sloane blamed the closing of the •
(-enters on lack of committrnent to
tourism by the present administration and recognized the
need for information centers. He
pledged careful analysis into the
issue.
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Stumbo expressed the need for
setting priorities in state government.
-We all want to live in a perfect
world, but we can't and I won't
make promises to open these
facilities. My goal is an efficient
state government with priorties
set in education, jobs, improving
county jail conditions and other
services vital to people of the
C'orruncinwealth," he said.
Each candidate expressed appreciation for the opportunity to
speak and praised the staffs of
Kentucky's Western Waterla
and fCentucky Dani State Park for
their efforts in sponsoring. and
coordinating the event.
Kentucky's Western Waterland
Is a tourism promotion agency
serving the lakes area and based
in lake (It):
Tourism in Kentucky provides
96,141 jobs, $19,535,650 in local tax
revenues and 890,560,050 in state
tax revenues.

•
•
ROTARY SPEAKER — James It. Wade,kik pad president of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau and currently serving as preeldent of a
power alcohol plant in his hometown of Franklin, was guest speaker
at the Murray Rotary Club's amsual Rural-Urban Day Thursday. The
emphasis at Ina speech was on the cooperation between farmers and
ottier members of the community. Wade also expLained the operations of the Franklin alcohol plant. Wade is pictured with local
Rotary Club President Joe Belcher.

Wade speaks to Rotary Club
Over a dozen leading Calloway
County farmers and farm-related
individuals were special guests
Thursday at the Murray Rotary
Club's annual Rural-Urban Day.
Guest speaker for the day was
Robert Wade, past president of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
The essence of his speech to the
dub and its guests was the importance-of "cooperation between
farmers, townfolk and city people."
"Through all organizations
when people cooperate, things can
be done. The impossible
sometimes takes only a day or two
longer. Timeschange and-we have
to roll'with them," he said.
In discussing the current "give
away" programs involving
farmers, he recognized the fact

that "nobody wants to take their
share of the cuts but we are now in
a position where we have to do
this."
He stated that many people today are selfish, with an attitude
that everything should be -sitat
we want." He added that he feels
the economic conditions may
change this feeling and bring the
people - of the country closer together.
He also discussed the operations
of a power alcohol plant in his
hometown of Franklin.
He stated that interest in alcohol
as an alternative fuel source'
began in 1974. In 1979 the
'•gasahol" market opened.
He explained to the audience the
process of the Franklin facility
and how the by products are also
sold.
He concluded his talk with the
optimistic statement that there
are "still great opportunities- in
this great country."
A question and answer period
followed the program with mostquestions concerning the Franklin
plant, of which Wade is president.

Hargrove home
damaged by fire
Fire Thursday night in the
Clayton Hargrove residence,
Lawrence Road near 1.yr Grove,.
was contained to three rooms, according to Robert Trenholm of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
The fire caused an undetermined 'amount of damage to the
bathroom, kitchen and utility
room. The rest of the house suffered smoke damage.
Cause of the fire will be investigated - a routine procedure
following such an incident.
Ten firefighters with three
trucks responded at 11 :10 p.m.

CCHS class of 1979
to be honored tonight
The Calloway County High
School class of 1979 will be
honored tonight at the ,school's
homecoming game against Lone
Oak.
There will be a hospitality room
in the cafeteria at halftime for all
graduates of this class.
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Waiters, waitresses
gain attention
with new IRS law
Waiters and waitresses throughout the country
are winning considerable publicity and some sympathy in their protest against new IRS regulations
requiring restaurants to account for employees who
make most of their income from tips.
Authorized under tax legislation enacted Last
year by Congress. the IRS requires restaurants
with 10 or more employees who customarily receive
tips to keep records for the IRS on sales per
employee. For the worker, that means at least 8
percent of the gross sales they handle must be
reported as tip income.
This has led to some waitresses and waiters
claiming they receive little or no take-home pay on
recent pay checks. Though attention-grabbing,
such statements ignore what the waiter or waitress
took home in tips.
Most restaurants falling under the new IRS
regulations traditionally pay their help less than the
minimum wage on the assumption that employees
will be more than compensated in tips. The IRS
estimates that most service people receive 12 percent or more of the restaurants' gross sales in tips
- conservative by Ann j.anders• standards - and
most in the past have not reported any income from
tips even though by law they are required to report
all tips.
-/cliVoneTnows exec-ilk-how much tax revenue has
been lost through unreported tips, but the IRS conservatively estimates it to be in the area of 81 billion
annually.
Waiters and waitresses who considered tips to be
tax-free in the past will, of course, feel the pinch.
Moreover, the new requirements are a burden to
employers who got by with minimal payroll records
in the past.
But it is no less fair for waiters and waitresses to
be taxed than the millions of Americans who must
get by with a minimum or near-minumum wage.
This is not to say that the IRS'formula for having
tips reported is perfect. The patcenffigure just may
need to be revised - downward or upward. And
restaurants may eventually make the entire Issue
moot by having more salaried jobs and putting the
tip automatically on the check, as is the case in
Europe.
While these new regulations will make a lot of
people in the restaurant industry unhappy, we can't
think of many people who happily pay their taxes though most do so voluntarily. On the other hand,
the nation's relatively good record of tax compliance can only suffer if large segments of the ser:
vice sector are permitted to go underground at taxpaying time.

Education system
adds fourth 'R'
They're calling it "the fourth H" and, in the
words of a spokesman for the College Board, it is
"the kind of thing we always assumed would come
out of education but somehow fell through the
cracks."
The fourth R is reasoning, the distinctively
human faculty that enables us to process and come
to rational conclusions about the information to
which the first three R's provide access.
In an experiment sponsored by the College Board,
public school systems in Chicago and five other
cities propose to give the fourth R school
curriculum. We strongly commend the effort.
George H. Hanford, president of the College
Board, noted last week that the National
Assessment of Educational Progress found
significant drops in reasoniong ability among older
teenagers in recent years.
Inner-city students, most from disavantaged
minority backgrounds, especially have been hurt
by the lack of stress on reasoning; Hanford thinks
the experimental program will enhance the
chances of success in college for many of them...
ChicagoSun-Times
via UPI
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Heartli.ne is a service for senior
citizens Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Hearthrte, 114 East Dayton St West
Alexandria, Ohio 4S.381 You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-adressed, stamped
envelope_ The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE. I am a widow, age
63. My son wants me to get a good
health insurance policy which will
cover me until I reach age 65-and can
get Medicare. He told me that it
might be difficult to get a good major
medical policy at my age and gave
me some advice about answering
medical questions on the application
for the insurance. One of the things

he wanted
not to mention is that I
have cataracts and Will probably
have to have them removed within
the next year or so I don't want to he
about my health condition. but I also
want to get the insurance Should I
follow his advice and simply not mention the cataracts- • W
ANSWER No One of the most important and least understood of all
health insurance policy provision is
that pertaining to pre-existing conditions Many policies will not provide
benefits for conditions which existed
before the policy was issued In some
cases, such conditions are covered
after a specific waiting period, such
as two years. following poicy
3!SR nee
If, for example. an individual has

been under treatmengor a hack condition for a period of time prior to the.
time his or her health polio takes ct
feet, it is understandable %shy the insurance company .if it elects to ac
rept the applicant
ill specifically
exclude coverage for claim,
resulting from back-related ondi
tions
Most companies will ask question,
about your medical history It is of
utmost importance that you disc14,e
full information on the application
f..1
about your medical history
ample. injuries. illnesses.
hospitalizations If you fail to include
on the application the fact that s
formerly were treated for a pal
ticular condition and later in, or
medical expenses as a result of this
cattle

well deny your lam' on t!..•
iiiisreoresentation .4i !.41:1.!,
disclose full Int),t- tliati..r.
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by waiter r. meors

Political liabilities in government
W ASHINGTON APt
Backing
off in one confrontation with Congress but drawing battle lines in
another, President Reagan has tied
himself more firmly than ever to two
aides who could become expendable.
That is not to say that Ann M. Gorsuch will not weather the controversy
that has prompted no*rwer than six
cougressiotuil investigations into the
Environmental Protection Agency
she heads. Nor does it mean that
Kenneth Adelman will one day be jettisoned as Reagan's nominee to
become director of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency
Nevertheless, fairly .or unfairly, it
sometimes develops' that the people
presidents choose to help run the
government become political
liabilities. And when the political
price becomes too high, they usually
go.
Expressions of presidential confidence don't change that. Jimmy
Carter was more than confident in
Bert Lance he was proud of him. But
in the end. Lance resigned under congressional fire as director of the Of-

business mirror

flee of Managetnent and Budget.
When Congrem balked at Carter's
nomination of Theodore C Sorensen
to head the Central Intelligence
Agency. the president resisted for as
while, they acquiesced in Sorensen's
withdrawal tie might have won, but
the political price would have been
too high.
Adelman and Mrs Gorsuch can
look at Reagan's presidency for good
news, or bad. Labor Secretary ttay
Donovan has survived investigations
and ridicule. Interior Secretary
James Watt has outlasted countless
calls_ for his retirement Only
Richard V. Allen
the president's
initial national security adviser
has resigned after drawing fire from
outside the administration, but the
nonunation of Ernest 1.44'ever to be
assistant secretary of state for
human rights was withdrawn after
drawing opposition in the Senate
Presidential nominations are not
customarily rejected. At the Cabinet
level, it has happened only eight
times in American history That's
because the presumption LS the one

by john cunniff

Homeowners advised
NEW YORK I AP )
As an
unemployed, heavily mortgaged
homeowner, you may have a relationship with your lender similar to
that of the less developed nation that
cannot meet its repayment schedule.
That is, you may be sufficiently in
debt to the lender that, in a sense, the
lender might be indebted to you, and
grateful for - the -opportunity to
renegotiate less stressful repayment
terms.
Earlier this month, the U.S.
League of Savings Associations,
whose members hold about 16 million
home mortgages, advised
homeowners with recession-related
difficulties to come in and talk things
over.
The league's strategy is designed
to keep problems small. So far, the
league's membership, numbering
about 4,000 associations, has expert/1cl surprisingly little trouble
from
psym
In December, only 1.1 percent of
&remote were allegorised as delts.
queen, or overdue by twe-monthe or
more.'Even in healthier times the
rate ranges between II.M1 and LS
portent.
Delinquency figures kept by the
Mortgage Bankers Association of
America even showed an IMprovemint in December, to 6.40 percent
from LM percent. The association

sem ens month rather lbw two la

determining delinquency.
- Rates on actual foreclosures badly
lag the actual experience, but even
old figures give some relative mdicalion. The Federal Home Loan Bank
Board reported a 1982 first-half rate
of 0.274, or about one-quarter of 1 percent.
But William B. O'Connell, league
president', said. "Most forecasters
expect unemployment to stay high,
and many Americans are discovering that their unemployment benefits
will stretch just so far.'
If a borrower has a good credit
rating, said O'Connell in an interview, -the MIA will break their
backs to take care of them."
The best approach, he advises, is
for the borrower to take the initiative
and talk with the lender at the first
sign of trouble. "They'll be on your
side nine times out of 10." he said.
Even If they have to accept
diminished payments for a few months or even a year or so, said James
Kendall, a Wive official, that procedure reprelents an alternative
more acceptable than foreclosure.
One condition would make a lender
'mars willing to foreclose. If interest
on the loan is at a rate so low it
repreeents little profit - or even a
Ices-the lender might decide to conchide business, a possibty thee
would be strengthened by a poor.
repayment record.

Reagan expressed regarding
Adelman -1 believe that .1 hay e
right to ask for my ch4111'1' of se ho
thought could be of help-to me •
Reagan said Wednesday that he
was not about to stiti emir, t /lc
Adelman nomination
lie declared complete 4 onfiden4
in Mrs Gorsuch as the boss at VI'
even as he agreed to compromise In
her confrontation with the Ifon,e
over the withholding of documents
under executive privilege She did
on presidential instructions, the
way executive privilege can be in
yoked The Howse cited her for emu
tempt
The controversy over alleged
political manipulation and
mismanagement at EPA already has
led to one'dismissal there Reagan
fired Rita M Lavelle as head of Oa.
iyency's harardous waste program
flut that didn't contain the etykt
sy
While Reagan had sprilered the
withholding of about IOU documents
sought by congres.sional committees,
he said Wednesday night that he
Would no longer insist 101 executise
privilege.

letter to the editor
Garfield requested
Dear Mr. Editor,
I am a 2nd grader. at Southwest
.(or. GarEle. Our school. wuuld
field to be in the comics every day
Thank you,
Kelly t;union
lit 7 Box 710
• • •
The above letter from Kelly Gupton with 110 signatures of Southwest
Elementary School students was
received recently Arrangements
have been made for the new. comic
Garfield, from United Features. to
begin In the Ledger & Tittles COMIC
section on Monday, Feb 28. We hope
you enjoy this new feature
The editor
Letters
WRITE A LEVIER
to the editor are welcomed :end encouraged. All letters must he signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-Spaced if possible tend
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to ('ondense or reject any letter and
limlyrequent writers
Address correspondence to
Editor, Theo Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky
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Bank Women plan state conference
LEXINGTON -- The dustry have been enlisted
second annual State Con- for the program
ference of the National
They include: Dr. Jim
Association of Bank f)onnelly. University of
Women will be on Friday, /Kentucky. Bob McElMarch 4 and Saturday. wain, executive vice
March 5, at the Marriott president. Bank of
Resort Hotel, Lexington
_Louisville. Bruce Cotton,
This is the second year Lobbyist for Jemco; and
for the NABW State Con- Ms. Frances D. Spain.
'creme hi 1982, Ken- banker and humorist,
:ucky was the first from New Orleans. La
--hapter of the NABW to
Linda W
Ms
hold a state conference.
liramblett. Southeastern
The theme of the con- Regional Director of
ference IN 'Strategies for NABW. from Shelbyville.
Success '• It will focus on Tenn.. will represent the
banking in the '80's in- national organization
cluding the use of the
The conference will
rri icr Or° iiiputer ,in open at 2-pin, on Friday.
business. marketing bank March 4. with registraservices and a Kentucky non from noon to 2 p rn
legislative update. •
and 5 to 7' p in and will
Sortie of the tip close vrith the banquet at
strategists in the finan- 7 30 p in on Saturday,
(•iat and educational in- March 5 •

The National Associalion of Bank Women AS an
organization of approximately 30.000 members
across the country. The
Kentucky Chapter is
comprisetl of approximatey 400 members
statewide. NABW was founded in
1921 by six women
holding senior positions
in banks in New York ()ty
Among the objectives
of the organization are
encouragement of continued professional excellence, advancement of
women bankers in their
chosen career and pro'
motion_of banking as a
career for women
Today, more than twothirds of all personnel
employed in U S banks

are women, and approxunately 34 percent of all
bank officials and
managers in the top 100
banks are women
They represent all
facets of banking, including commercial lending, retail banking.
operations. investments,
auditing, personnel.
pubic relations, branch
management, trust,
marten's and coniputer
operations.
For further trdormatton and for registration
for -the Kentucky State
Conference March 4 and
5, contact Vera Irwin,
vice president and
cashier. Bank of Lexington and Trust Co., 101
East Vim Street. Lexington, Ky.. 40507 or call
1406-253-0511

BIRD PROGRAM — Den Five of Cub Scouts presented the program at the January meeting of Pack 57 at
Carter Elementary School. The Cubs presided at the opening ceremony and presented a program on feeding
birds in the winter. Different types of homemade bird feeders were displayed. Pictured, from left, are John
Sales, Chad Turner, Josh Johnson, John Lawis,Christopher Brandon and Paul Russell examining the display.
r'hoto by Barry Johnson

Gory Crosby talks about his father, Bing Crosby, in new book
NEW YoRK 'Al'i
Bing Crosby was a cold
father who made his son
Gary feel inferior until n
few years before the
(-Nagler died, when they
talked • - like one adult to
another "
Gary Crosby, one of
crosby's four sons with
his first wife, Dixie 1.4-e,
tells his story in a new
book •Going Mv- own
Wa)
Gar-y ('rushy said he
grea up in the late 19,30s
and
with • too many

restrictions" and a father
who badgered him about
his weight, staging a
weekly weigh-in that endeel in a lecture and ,a
spanking if the scales tippeel too much
•
"He was not the kind of
man who puts his arms
around his sons and hugs
them and kisses them and
tells them how he really
feels and why he is doing
'hal he does-- Gary
Crosby wrote in an excerpt appearing in the
March issue of Good

Coming events ofcommunity listed Your Individual

Inc like one adult to
another" and from then
on. Gary Crosby said. "I
Friday.Feb. 18
wasn't afraid of him
tireater Paducah Area
anymore and I was no
Chapter of Parents
longer angry
Without Partners will
The singer died in 1977
meet at8 p.m. at
at age 74
American Legion,
Paducah. For information call 1-4444251 or 1FIRST GAS PIPELINE
274-2674
The first commercial natural gas pipelihe was
Lfl11 ta1020aftàrsatrgaa well was -fotind in
Campus -fights will be
Fredonia. N.Y. The city became famous for its gas
presented at 8 p.m. in
. lighting and a gas pipe was made part of Its official
Lovett Auditorium, Murseal, according to National Geographic. The gas ray State University.
ran out in 1888.
Eighth annual Robert
F7. ALsup Distinguished
ATturia. and Workshop
Reading Series will open
at 6 30 p.m in upper level
auditorium of Murray
A Lenten _study. on ',The Road Back.To God" on
State University Center.
the meaning of life and . faith will begin Sunday,
Feb. 20. at 7 pm. at Hazel United Methodist Church
Events in Land Bet.
for both Hazel and Mason's Chapel Churches. There
ween the Lakes will inAil] be six' Sunday night services alternating betclude Eagles Weekend at
ween the_two churches led by the pastor, the Rev.
I.ake
Barkley State
John Churehwelf.- and laymen-et the congregations.
Resort Park land Coper- nicto, His Life and Work
at 7 p.m at Golden Pond
Visitor Center
Housekeeping.
It was only a couple of
years before. his father
.died that Gary Crosby"found out he really did
love me."
One afternoon, the
older Crosby "talked to

dotebook
Thetas will meet Monday
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck dinner with guests on Monday, Feb.
21. at 6 30 p in at the dub house. Each member
-should bring-two dishes of food.
Molly Ross will be guest performer for the prof ••Folk Ballads.' Hostesses will be Mesa
Starks Pauline- Parker. Naomi Rogers and Wilma
Heatt v

Persons in hospital
IAN al persons have been dismissed from area
hospitals. They include Rudy Hall and Eleanor
Miller. both of Murray, from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah; Rhonda Green. Hardin, Roy
1, Kirksey, Greg Smith. Rt. 1. Farmington. and Frances McCuiston. Murray. from
'unanimity Hospital. Mayfield
W••••

lee s Carpet aanin9
and Drapery 1. Upholstery Cleaning

FRE rmn

Stain-Soil Repellant
with this coupon and
250 sq. ft of carpet cleaned

753-5827

FREE ESTIMATES

if? ,a

Study at Hazel Sunday

Women plan program

The First United Methodist Church Women will
have their annual Call to Prayer and Self-Denial
Observance on Tuesday, March I, at 10 a.m. in Hale
Chapel of the church. About 1.4 million women in
more than 25.000 local units of United Methodist
Women will join in this observance with a special
offering to be taken for global numstnes..
The program will continue with a "quiet-time"
luncheon to be in the-social hall of the church, according to Ruth Ann McLemore, committee chairman

Opening reception will
be from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

Computer eventSaturday

Square and TO1211011188Cing will be at 7:30 P.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.

A special program, "Computer Showcase." will
be Saturday. Feb. 19, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
third floor of the Murray State University Center.
Vanous micro computers showing both software
and hardware will be featured, according to a group
spokesman who invites all interested persons to attend

1111,6114

Prog Info

E.T. Is Back For A
Limited Engagement!

753-3314
1111 NallILA

•

He is afraid.
He is totally
alone.

riga arra%

Bargain Matinees Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri AL Cine•All Seats S1.50
i
.1..I.

The eon is on. . place your bets
Oh, how sweet It bp'

Saturday, Feb. 19
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood will have a
salad luncheon at noon at
the home of Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey. Members note
change of place.
Twin Lakers Recreatioruil Vehicle Chapter of
West Kentucky will meet
at 6:30 p m
at
Hotneplace Restaurant
Saturday School for
grades one through six
will be from 1 to 2:30 p.m.
at University Church of
Christ.
Military Ball by ROTC.
win be at Murray State
University Ballroom at
University Center
Ballroom. Receiving line
will start at II p.m.

.14C Mt OWSON • MAC DAVIS • MAIOW
4.115Ns4Ot.flt1IUD

Drop by
smd ter

CUSTOM KITCHEN
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Horoscope

Saturday, Feb. 19
Sunday. Feb. 20
Campus Lights will be State University. Tickets
presented at 8 p.m. at are $2 each.
1.ovett Auditorium of
Lenten study of Hazel
Murray State University. and Mason's
Chapel
United Methodist ChurValentine dance for ches will be at 7 pm. at
Grades 7. 8 and 9 will be Hazel church.
from 7 to 11 p.m. at MurFrances Drake
ray Country Club. Each
FOR SATURDAY,
Reception for Dr. Maxmember may invite three ie 1Durinam will'be
FEBRUARY 19, 1983
from
guests with cost being $I 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
social What kind al day will tomorper person.
hall of First United row be? To find outShat the
Methodist Church prior to stars say, read the forecast
Oak Grove Cumberland Spring Bible
Study at 7 given for your birth sign.
Presbyterian Church will p.m.
have a potluck supper in
celebration of 108th birthMonday, Feb. 21
day of church at 6:30 p.m. Penny Homemakers (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
in fellowship hall.
Club will meet with Helen Be careful of belongings if
traveling; there could be some
Cole at 1 p.m.
mix-ups. Romance is likely,
Second session of
Forum on "Spouse but there's a note of intrigue
Robert F. Alsup Lecture
and Workshop Reading Abuse," sponsored by or mystery.
Series will start at 9 a.m. Murray-Calloway League TAURUS
"
in auditonum on upper of Women Voters, will be 4 APr• 20toMaY 201 1:114.
time for
level of Murray State at 8 p.m. at Calloway This is an exciting
you socially. Singles meet new
Public Library.
University Center.
admirers, and marrieds
Theta Department of recapture the spark of honeyIndoor Midget Car Murray Woman's Club mooners.
Races, sponsored by will have potluck dinner GEMINI
Murray High Band with guests at 6:30 p.m. (May 21 toJune 20) 11
4.
Boosters, will open at 6 at club house.
Your magnetism attracts
p.m. at Murray State
new career opportunities as
Bluegrass State CB well as romance. Still, an exLivestock and Exposition
Club will meet at 7 p.m. isting relationship bewilders
Center.
at Home place you somewhat.
CANCER
Purchase Area Single Restaurant.
0
(June 21 toJuly 22) 0
Society PASS) will have
a potluck supper at 7 p.m. Murray Lodge No. 105 You'll let your hair down a
pt Reidland Community Free and Accepted bit if traveling. Accept invitaMasons will meet at 7:30 tions, as you could meet soCenter.
meone exciting.
p.m. at lodge hall.
LEO
Computer showcase of
v-artous micro com- Recover),74-nc.• will .July 23to Aug. Mi
puters, open to the public, meet at 7:30 p.m. at In romance, your fantasies
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 Health Center, North are fulfilled, but you need to
p.m. on third floor of Seventh and Olive be more practical about a
business matter. - A partner
Murray State University Streets.
has luck.
Center.
VIRGO
Hazel and Douglas (Aug. 23 toSept.22)
Sunday,Feb. 30
Centers will be open from
Monthly smorgasbord 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- You may be confused about
by Calloway Chamber tivities by senior citizens. a domestic matter, but in love
you're on top of the world.
Boosters will be from
Feelings are reciprocated
noon to 2 p.m. in cafeteria
Movie, "A Thief In the now.
of Calloway County High Night," will be shown at 8 LIBRA
School.
p.m. on third floor of (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 sasral
Murray State University Romance may come
Chili supper by UMYF Center.
through someone at work. Arof South Pleasant Grove
tistic types enjoy unusual proUnited Methodist Church
Prayer Seminar will be duchvitY• 'Thinking may be
will be served from 5:30 at 10 a.m. in social hall of clouded regarding a money
to 7:30 p.m. at church.
First United Methodist matter
SCORPIO
Church.
21 )andyounierrcreaa!
Fund-raising dinner by
Amvets Post 45 at Paris
activities with loved
Li
Landing will be served
from'3 tog p.m.
It probably confirmed the Live- In love, you'll prosper.
Today is Heart Sunday worst fears of parents gAGrrrAftiug
5111
/
4
11
"
1
with girls from Murray about contemporary (Noy.nioDee.
State Panhellenic Cowell campus life. All morning Candlelight and the right
to be canvassing the long, stiadents at the music!pen romance at home.
neighborhoods for dona- University of South Entertain others or begin
Caretths-Sumtee chased decorating. Don't abuse
tions.
Dunk around and hugg- healthCAPRICORN
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be
will
Lights
Campus
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right words to
3 p.m. ip Lovett annual Hug-In. The ob- You'll find the
express bow you feel to a loved
ject
is
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get
the
Auditorium, Murray
travel has romantic
signatures of the people one. Local
overtones.Sex appeal is high.
you hug on a ValentineAQUA0UUS
pink tally sheet. To get (Jan.30to Feb. 18) 40114
the hugs, students per- A shopping tour could lead
suaded, pleaded, to a romantic introduction or
threatened or cajoled same nice finery. A friend is
their victims into their habitant to commit him or
YOU CAN LOSE arms
herself.
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POUNDS
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Hug-in held

DIAL 753-6363
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Book
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YOU BORN TODAY are
more self-reliant than the
typical niember of Your sign
Interested in reform
movements and the well-being
of your fellow man, you're
often drawn to politics and
government service.
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Suzanne I.. Johnson

1)F:A1( JUST You don't say how "young" Jimmy
man w h„
is, hut he sounds immature and nano.
would consider fathoring a child a an aei
dation i• not ready for marriage. 11stl the fat t that
he and Shirley have necked in hi.. at .8 few nine.
indicates that he has more than 111 a•ual eiturrireet in
her. Wise up, and sa genalteyee tee ii noes

DEAF( ABBY Four months ago my husband and I loot
a eirrt,,_ good friend and neighbor Naturally we offered our
condolences and help to this man's widow, who happens
tee be a very attractive woman about my age (middle Wet
Now my husband gets calls quite often. Her faucet is
dnpping. her furnace is making a noise, her storm window
needs fixing, etc
lbs last visit to her house lasted 44 minutes And there's
always a freshly baked apple pse waiting for him over
there tliss-favortte
Tomorrow he is taking her to the dentist That's where I
put mv foot down Hut hr said he had already promised tie
take her so off they went it( course, this is only thr first
eel three appointments Another neighbor made et little
joke about how attentive my husband has been tee this
widow I laughed it off, but I was burning up inside
What now' I feel better find putting this down on paper
4001)DID JANE

• • •

ri..111 a%..
DF:AH ABM I ret
the editor •',twill% in the Ifeetinitta., wie
I don't know whether it s original t...•
passing on I hope
A gfEt•

DF:A14 READF:114: 1 do. And here it 1..

I 13 Mil I:
•

IT ISN'T IDE CAR, IT'S TIII DUI I It
"Sir: It isn't the car that begin. 140 whine'11 hen
it''. the driyer
forced to stop for an told stop sign
"It isn't the car that takes a Mink, then quickly
101114.111
power tee think - it's the dieter
"It isn't ,thr ear that fails to head the dangers of
reckless, discourteous speed - Se". thr-drot er.
'It isn't the car that steps on tie. ger• and 411.211Vii
an accident trying to pass - it's the driter.
re, lout it isn't
'A car may: he bent and twisted
the' 11111-119 1'11the car that will have to die ell0,%1
IV Vll%ltl.F,
(AMP111..1.1.. 1111111

DEAH JANE: Don't he tots "good"lir you'll be old
before ',our time. Jane. Tell your helpful hubby that
the neighbors are talking and enough is enough
already. Then go along for the ride. And while
you're sitting between them, get Jane's recipe for
the apple pie. 'Three may he as crowd. hut there's
safety in numbers.
• ••
DEAH-Altla. I Mitt/ Li/Might I'd be writing to you but
here woes I am dating a younger man XII 4 all Jimmy: 1
deeply in hey,. with him The. problem is that there is
this girl at work who is after him tIrt's tall her ShIrlrY
Shirley is married, hut she wants to have Jimmy's baby

'mint ./ Ohl111111.
Philitt t4.414
h oi• ell \pect.11 pro

•

•

Al lir ti and
t oromtwat.
I FirtIt1
.111+ II, tits.
She .Iii I e II
1
4.11-%:•1111.211-1-g_ pi c
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•••
liou're never too old or too y(mow tee learn how
to make friends and be popular. For Abby'. 1111441kt
on Popularity. send $1, plus a Wing, to.lf-aeletro...e.d.
stamped 1:17 cents) envelope tee Ahli. Popularity.
Box :18923. Hulk wood, Calif. 14410.1.
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The South American electric eel emits electri.
shoesks of up to tam volts. at-cording to Rand McNally's .-1:rea4 Geographical Atlas." This is enough
electricity to kill a human-being on contact or stun a
horse 20 feet awesin the-viater fronftfie eel
t•I it oPENINto tek AND OPENING GRAND OPINING

.1 I
1% bit Ii es ill i rs'f'
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School lunch menus listed for coming week
School lunch•menus for
the week of Feb. 21 to 25
have been released by
Glenda Jeffrey and Joanna Adams, foal service
directors for Murray City
and Calloway County
Schools respectively.
Menus, subject to occasional change due to
availability of food, are
as follows:

MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday -- tomato soup
and sandwich, beefaroni,
hominy, creamed
potatoes, green beans,
peanut-butter banana
salad, peaches, fruit cup;
Tuesday -- hot dogs with
_chili, fish and cheese
sandwich, scalloped
potatoes, green beans,
w.k. corn, rice salad, applesauce, cherries;
Wednesday - ravioli
with bread, chicken fried
steak, black eyed peas,
limas and corn, greens
and egg, carrot-raisin
salad, pineapple, pears;
• Thursday
sloppy Joe,
quiche,' creamed

potatoes, carrots and
peas, macaroni and
cheese, applesauce,
peanut butter and banana
salati,.waldorf salad,_ Friday
- sausage and
shells, corn dogs, baked
beans, purple hull peas,
buttered potatoes, raisin
cup, peaches, ambrosia.

Carter and

Robertson
Monday
barbecue
sandwich, baked beans,
potato salad, milk; Tuesday
taco salad, mexican beans, peaches,
milk: Wednesday
fish
sandwich, macaroni and
cheese, slaw, peanut butPizza, chili bar, cold ter and crackers, milk:
sandwiches, french fries, Thursday - hamburger
lemonade and milk and dressing, round
abouts, mixed fruit.
areavailable daily.
milk; Friday'
Murray Middle
vegetable soup anti

Monday - vegetable
soup and crackers, hamburger, baked pears,
french fries, assorted
fruits; Tuesday -- grilled
cheese, chili and
crackers, 'stewed
tomatoes, french fries,
green beans, fruits;
Wednesday
beefaroni
and rolls, hamburger,
buttered carrots, french
fries; Thursday
pzia,
chicken fried steak, buttered potatoes, french
fries, mixed vegetables;
Friday - sloppy Joe,
hamburger, w.k, corn,
french fries, pinto beans.

fries, dresserts and
drinks are available each
day

Calloway Middle

Monday- fiestada or
country fried steak.
Tuesday. hamburger or
chili mac; Wednesday
chili dog or .submarme,
Thursday
ham and egg.
$andwich or
cheeseburger; Friday
pizza or batter fried fish
A variety of vegetables,
fruits, salads, french
fries, desserts and drinks
crackers, pimento cheese are available each day

sandwich, fruit wedges,
milk.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Calloway High
• Monday - beef-a-roni,
,pizza, hot ham, and
cheese; Tuesday- batter fried fish, pizza, taco
salad; Wednesday - pazzaghetti, fiestada,. corn
dog; Thursday -- fried
chicken, pizza, chili with

grilled cheese: Friday white beans with ham,
pizza, submarine sandwich. Cheeseburgers, a
variety of vegetables,
fruits, salads, french

East, North
and Southwest
Monday
hot dog or
pizza: Tuesday _ •
spaghetti with meat
sauce or cheeseburger:
Wednesday
taco salad
or submarine sandwich.
beef-a-row.
Thursday
or cheeseburger. Friday pizza or pimento
cheese sandwich with
soup. A variety of
vegetables, fruits. salads,
french fried& desserts
and drinks are available
each day

Julie Andrews
doesn't mind
role in shows
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.
(AP)- Actress Julie Andrews, 47, does not mind
being remembered for
her sugary characters in
"The Sound of Music" or
'Mary Poppins.-

R - Jert7 M.Fad.Is& Murray, was ssiseted as
Sailor of the Quarter at the Naval Reserve Center, Cape Girardeau. Mo., this
past month. Ford bolds the rate of ICI and is assignee! to the Nuclear Weapons
Training Group Unit which drills at ths center, H. has served 30 years In the
Reserve program and two years on active duty. Presenting the honor was Commander John Jones, Poplar Bluff, Mo. Ford lives in Murray with his wife, Linda,
and children, Jennifer and Sherbert.Re is employed by the Postal Service,

although she has played
other roles.
"I don't knock it, not
anything that gives so
many people so much
pleasure," she said after
receiving Harvard
University's Hasty Pudding Woman of the Year
award
FIRST MESSAGE
The first telephone
message was sent to land
from a submerged submarine in

and is well known for his
workshops and lectures,
will demonstrate various
woodworking and
laminating techniques

Although enrollment in
the workshop has already
been closed, individuals
and groups interested in
observing morning
demonstrations are
welcome to attend. They
may make arrangements
by calling Paul Sasso,
Mauls, who has an ex- assistant professor of art,
tensive exhibition record a1712-37$4.

Mattis, who will meet
informally with students
on Monday afternoon,
Feb. 21, will present a
slide lecture on his peraortal wort on Tuesday
evening and a slide leeture on another topic on
Wednesday evening. Both
lectures will be at 8 p.m.
in Room 423 01 the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
They are open to the
bile at no c
t lles
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Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St.

153-0035

a Open House Feb. 26th
Z F ree ketreshment.. F ree Croft.
Door rf I ICS
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MEMORIES

SALFA-BRATION
Fall & Winter Merchandise Limited Quantities
Cash Only-No Bank Cards-All Sales Final

Sale Starts Saturday 19th 9:00 A.M.

INFANTS & TODDLERS (Girls)
Sale 9.22 to

21.22
Sale 2.22 to 10.22

Coats (19 to sell) Reg. 29.00 to 69.50
Sportswear (217 pcs. to sell) Reg. 6.50 to 32.00

INFANTS & TODDLERS (Boys)
Coats (16 to sell) Reg. 34.00 to 65.50
Sportswear (78 pcs. to sell) Reg. 5.50 to 40.00

10.22 to 20.22
Sole 2.22 to 12.22

Sole

BOYS-SIZES 4-20
Shirts (114 to sell) Rog. 8.50 to 18.00
Sale 3.22 to 5.22
Suits & Sportcoats (group) Reg. 39.00 to 95.00 .. Sole 12.22 to 29.22
Sweaters (group) Reg. 15.00 to 18.50
Sole 5.22 to 6.22
Pants (group) Reg. 13.50 to 23.50
Sale 4.22 to 7.22

1898

Woodworking artist to be featured in workshop and lectures
Alphonse Mattis', a
woodworker who is on the
faculty at Boston University, will present a
visiting artist woodworking workshop and series
of lectures at Murray
State University the week
of Feb. 21.
The workshop by MatUs, who is an assistant
professor of woodworking
and furniture design, will
meet Feb. 21. n, 24 and
25

0

While in the area, he

will also presents lecture
at 9:40 a.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 23, at Murray High
School arid at 7:30 p.m. on
that same date at the
Paducah Art Guild.
His appearance as a
visiting artist at Murray
State and in the area is
made possible by a matciting grant from the NaUonal Endowment for the
Arts and Murray State

GIRLS-SIZES 4-14
Dresses(124 to sail) Reg. 30.00 to 71.50
Sportswear (473 pcs. to sell) Reg. 6.00 to 54.00
Coats(9 to sell) Reg.$65.50 to $79.50
School Jackets
Ky., Murray, Calloway Rog. 42.00 and 43.00

21.22
Sale 2.22 to 16.22
Sale 20.22 to 24.22
Sale 9.22 to

Sol& 18.22

20% off
112 price

Jeans Boys & Girls
Jeans Group Boys & Girls

--itiltatereallehtialeasetmilmetes

=INC CALORIES?
DIET &
HEALTH FOOD *owl Breakfast,
erlta
...Then Try Our Specigl New

Lunch and Dinner Nuns...Ail Super Goole,
Reasonably Priced And The Calorie's Are
Listedlight On The Menu For Each And Every
Nem...No
work!
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• W 641 N. lionvy
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Sermon topics released by local ministers for services at various churches
Various churches in city and county have announced meetings and
services for Sunday, Feb.
30.13follow!
Memorial Baptist
Dr. Jerrell White.
pastor, will speak on
"love Lessons From
Rebekah and Isaac" with
scripture from Genesis 24
at 10:50 a.m. and on
•'How to Pray" with
scripture from Luke 11- 113 at 7 p m. at Memorial
Baptist Church
Special morning music
will be by Sanctuary
Choir with Milton
Gresham as director,
Linda Stalls as oboe
soloist. and Margaret and

Michael Wilkins as accompanists Kay Outland
will sing a solo and the
Youth Choir will sing at
evening service.
Don Rogers. deacon of
week. an& Herbert Boyd
will assist.
First Methodist
Dr. Walter E Mischke,
Jr., minister, will speak'
about "Bread Everyday"
with scripture from Matthew 7 7-11 at 10.50 a.m.
service at First United
Methodist Church.
Special music will be
by Sanctuary Choir with
Paul Shahan as director
and Bea Farrell as
organist; by Chapel Choir
with Larne Clark as

director, and by String
Quartet composed of
Mary Curtis Taylor,
Timothy Lyons, Donna
Storyand Neale Mason.
Seventh& Poplar
John Dale will speak
about "Subnuasion" with
scripture from Ephesians
5:21-27 at 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. services and about
-Servanthood" with
scripture from II Corinthians 8:9 at 6 p.m. service at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry
Bolls. Jack Rose, Ricky
Cherry, Gene McDougal.
William Gargus, Danny
Cleave, Mark Manners,
Wayne Wilson. Webb

Caldwell, Sam Parker,
Steve Dublin, John C.
Steele. Max Waker, Ed
West, Steve Dublin.,
Charles Humphrey, Dave
Castleman, Euin Dick,
Gene Roberts, Jim Shultz
and Garry Evans.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Don Farmer,
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. services
at Westside Baptist
Church. Ronnie Walker,
deacon of week, will
assist.
The Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott, will sing
He Calls the Stars By
Name" with Patsy Neak
as organist and Susie
Scott as pianist. Carla

The Adult Choir will Cartes, pastas, will speak ed On Christ" with scripWilraell will sing a solo.
sing "Jesus Is Lord Of about 'Today's Sleeping lure from Colossians 3: 1Grace Bapdst
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, All" with Gene Orr Miller Giant" with scripture 4 at 10:45 a.m. and about
pastor, will speak at 10:50 as director and Gwyn tram Judges la:16-19 at 11 "Beauty in the Will of
am.service and the Rev. Key and Oneida White as a.m. service at Scotts God" with scripture from
Grove Baptist Chureh. Matthew 13.45 at 6 p.m.
Danny, Belcher at 5:30 accompanist
Elm Grove Baptist
Terry Lawrence will at First Baptist Church.
p m service at Grace
Wayne Halley will
Sorilight" will present serve as deacon of the
Baptist Church.
direct the Church Choir
The Church Choir, the musical, "Go Tell week.
The Church Choir, at the morning hour and
directed by Leland Your World." at 11 a.m.
Peeler with Dwane Jones service at. Elm Grove directed by Donald Sing and Tell at evening
as organist and Anita Baptist Church. Kerry Crawford with Polly hour. Joan Bowker will
Smith as pianist, will sing Vasseur will direct this McGinnis and Beverly be organist with Allene
Carter as accompanists, Knight and Karen Atkins
at morning service. The youth musical group.
The pastor. the Rev. will sing "How Great as pianists.
Youth Choir will sing at
Dan Shipley, deacon of
Calvin Wilkins, will speak Thou Art." The night
evening hour.
week, the Rev. G.T
at 6:15 p.m. service. worship will be at6 p.m.
Hazel Baptist
Moody, Dr. Winfield
Presbyterian
The Rev. James .T. Glenda Rowlett and
The Rev. R.E. Rabatin, Rose, Mark Young and
Garland, pastor, will Paula Kinsolving are sepastor, will speak about James Hamilton will
speak. at 11 a.m. and 6 ecumenists.
"I Have A Dream" with assist.
Scotts Grove Baptist
p m. services at Hazel
Jehovah's
The Rev. Wpyne scripture from Deut. 6:4Baptist Church
M. Steve Lett, circuit
9 and Mark 12:20-34 at
10:45 a.m. service at supervisor, will speak at
First Presbyterian 9-30 a.m service at
Kingdom Hall of
Church.
The Choir will sing Jehovah's Witness,
"The Glory of These For- located at Utterback
ty Days" with Amy Jar- Road and North 16th
man as director and Cyn- Street.
Episcopal
thia Scribner as organist.
The Rev. David RobinFirst Christian
Dr. A. Guy Waldrop, son will conduct
general minister of Chris- Eucharist service at 8
tian Church in Kentucky, and 10:30 a.m. at St
will speak about The John's Episcopal Church
Assisting will be Allison
Miracle of God's Care"
with scripture from Gala- Sickel, Luke Harrington.
Carl
tians 1:11-24 and Luke fred Mahfolid,
7:11-17 at 10:45 a.m. ser- Mowery, Claudia Moore.
vice at First Christian Louise Sickel, Pat Harcourt, Tina George 'and
Church.
Margaret Boone will Heather Doyle.
Hazel and
direct the music with
Mason's Chapel
Maxine Clark. as
The Rev. John Churorganist.
chwell will speak at 10
First Baptist
Dr. Dudley Pomeroy, a.m. at Hazel United
professor of Bible at Methodist Church and at
Clear Creek Baptist 11 a.m. at Mason's
School, Pineville, will Chapel United Methodist
speak about "life Focus- Church.

President's Day Sale

Christians
Under Construction

25% off

All women's dress
shoes.
.
prng!
Step smartly Into- Si

Slip into easy sayings on our great-looking dress
shoes We ye got them in the latest styles and colors Easy-clean leather-look synthetics genuine
suede and more All at 25'. off Women s sizes

Beg
Puffy kr of varnr)
sandal
T -strap sande!
Drapecf-yamp sandal
Sugar Babies
Sandal
Black patent sandal

Sale

$12. 9.00
10.50
$22 16.50
$1,1

$24 16.00
$24 isle

Spring Bible Study
On Ephesians & Philippians
First- United
Methodist Church
Su, Walk In.
Feb. &nil 1:00 p.m.
Ltd By Dr. Finis Bo=
IvawVlsrll Wks a "Thu Spa Ism-

Alss Saint k Prayer lad ly Ir. hew
1st & he. 11:11
111111SUY MIIVIII1

•
Sale prices effective through Sunday

PARENTS IN CHARGI
How To Keep Control of Tear Family
by Lawrence W. Morn,Pb.11
Illustrated by Marled* Hatton
Introducing a Now Book and Series
of Parenting Seminars for Parents.
of Children of All Ages
Back to Basics hi-Parenting
This book and series of parenting
seminars provide a sure-fire system
for..establishing family standards
and sticking to them.
— Learn how to instill values,
manners, and "good behaviors" in
your children.
— Learn how to develop o
reasonable and firm discipline
— Learn how to develop a family
system for dealing with seven
major areas of concern:
Honesty
Expression of Anger
Sexual Conduct
Use fof Drugs & Alcohol
Compassion & Consideration for
Others
Education
Responsibility

of
f
25%
on all
men's dress and
casual shoes.
Put your foot into sayings' TheS0
leathers plus all other mans Wets
and casual shoes at 2% off
Wing-lip oxfordItalian mot•ioe slip on

Moe • toe slip-on
Penny baler
11111111111111111
sslor

Rog
$45
$35
$40
845

Sale
33.75
26.25
30.00
33.75
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
- Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

The bask Is sew evolleble hi better
bookstores.
The lesion bastes" tell be
beetles me misses arespeplaqi party le
doh sten so Mow/ 11, tree 7:111 •
hII p.o.
A helot d Poroolog Winn on be
eindoeted begiedig-leammy 21, lo the
liamayIlde Oduewity;pedal Woods§
MsIlsli.*Who ot Asie
for
p.mEne puM istiviell to regliter.
Ow.asimberi frost Wm Wks of
and Ceallnelig idasailen at
llobordly ei by albs
firm
4014,14lierotorofolotioollso.
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Kelly's Termite &
Pest Control
We Use Plastic end Wood
Treatment For Mold ranges

Service times listed for area churches
sunday school lesson

by h.c. chiles

.446.

rve Got The Shield

UNIVERSITY
GULF
L.D. Wortimon - Owner

Luke 23:32-46,

At Five Points 751-5712
Iferth 12th Streit
Hears
Attend Cherch
Sen. - Thers.
7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Regularly
Fri. & Sat.
Brookfest Served
••
7.... -Midnight
7 a.m. -10:30 o.oe

the crosspiece,
obeyed as Lord
the other robber went on
Among the various Biamt nailed His feet to the
The Critics
reviling Christ.
ble scenes
.
none stands upright piece
(Tin 's cntics scornWhen this ruffian cast
out so prominently in the
Half-way down the full) r indecl Him of -himself upon the mert.v
minds of devnted Chris- upright piece
was a peg. His own words at the of Christ and received
tians as that skull shaped known as the seat, which opening of His ministry Him. our Lord gave him
hill a short distance out- gave a degree of support iJohn 2. 18-210, and sar- the assurance that
side and overlooking to the body; otherwise the castically taunted Him had saved him: "Toda
Jerusalem,

ends

where

of

the
weight of the body would

vilest felons and outlaws
have
were

put

to

torn

from

the

bore our

sins

The

cross

in
lifted on end and dropped
into '
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First half margin
paces Lady Lakers
Calloway County- opened a 36-20 lead at halftime
and never looked back in
a non-duitnct road game
at Fulton County Thursday The Lady Pilots.
despite the 24-point performance from Monica
!folder. couldn't catch
John orr's girls and fell,
56-38
The Lady Lakers. now
8-10, enter their final
week of games, starting
with a' trip to Farmington
Monday Before hosting
arniington in their final
game Feb 24, the Lady.
takers host Fteidland.
uesela.
Thursday Terri
Malcolm connected for 20
points and snared.15 ret14,unds to pace(VHS and
"1 mom) Treas pumped in
17 1 he Lady Laker
starters sank 15 of 16 free.
throws although as a
tearrrealloway only hit IS
of 36. from the chanty
stripe
The -Calloway Junior
varsity squad wasn't as
. suet essful as the varsity .
falling 30-2.5, despite 10
points from LeArin
ockhart
In reference to the varI irr
',it% jwrforriian-e
said his girls are "playing smarter, starting to

Can Racers stand the heat?
As the race for the final four conLutues, Murray
State stands a chance to feet the heat after tonight's

think a little more and
are improving as a team.
"We're not looking
ahead to playing Murray
first-round game of the
district tournament) as
much as we're looking
ahead to the freshman
tournament ( North Marshall Junior High. Feb.
21-25 i,"Orr said
With two of his starters
being freshmen, Orr said
he wants his girls to gain
as much success as possible on all levels
('alloway and Murray
trash play each Other in
the Feb 24 game of the
tournament with the winner advancing to the
championship the CMS
Irosh are 6-0 with their
latest victory being a 3529 win over host North
Marshall last Friday
Also in the freshman
tournament, the
Calloway boys receive a
first-round bye and play
the winner of the
Mayfield-Murray boys
game, Feb21.

ballgames.
Leading the Ohio Valley Conference with an 1-2
record. the Racers play at Middle Tennessee
tonight in a televised game at 10:30 p.m.
Tennessee Tech turned the burner up Thursday
night by edging Austin Peay. 6645, and improving
to 6-4 in league play. The Golden Eagles are tied
with Akron for fourth place while Morehead and
F.astern are tied for second with 6-3 marks.
Middle Tennessee is a step above Austin Pe.ay in
the conference edit/1r, but the Blue Raiders played
Murray tough at home in a late-night game January
21 Poor shooting marred the contest at Racer
Arena as both teams struggled below 10 percent
from the field.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
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how well we can perform
With the eight players.••
Smith said of her team's
rash of player loses due to
injuries and defection
Freshman forward
Melody ()flinger. who
aas averaging 6 5 points
and 8 3 rebounds a gamin'.

MAKE WAY — Calloway County's Terri Malcolm
drives between del
in • recent game. Tbe
Lady Laker scoreren
her teammate' Thursday
night with 20 points and 15 rebounds at Fulton County. Calloway beat the host'lady Pilots. 56-36, in a
non-district encounter
File photo by Jim Rector

suffered a partial ligament tear in her knee awl
will be sidelined for the
rest of the season. The injury Occurred during the
lady /lacers' 65-43 loss to
Western Kentucky Saturday night
Anotirer starter.

More New Fishing Gear
Arriving Weekley at SOrts Specialists
804 Chestnut Si. in Murray
753-0703

Watch
for Our
Grand
Opening

Eastern_ travels_ to Akron and Morehead %law!
Youngstown.

MHS girls look ahead to positive future
While hoping to win
three out of their last fivc
games. the Murray High
Lady Tigers came up
empty-handed. Oh-forfive and a 10-10 record
are what Jimmy Harrell's girls have to show
for their efforts, but optimism runs strong in his

program, the MHS coach
insists
"Sure we're disappointed with not winning
any. of our last five
games, but we're looking
to the future with a
positive outlook, not back
on the past with a
negative one," Harrell
said.
The Lady Tigers' most
recent setback was

Lady Racers overcome depleted roster
Suddenly faced with a
depleted eight-player
roster, Murray State
Lady Racer basketball
oach
.lean Smith will
be the first person to admit that her teanym backs
are against the wall
re going to see

Racer senior Ricky Hood, ranked fourth in OVC
scoring. connected on only one field goal and finished the night with two points before fouling out
against kfTSU.
The Racers won, 6144. with Lamont Sleets scoring 111 and Glen Green adding 15. Raleigh Choice,
the Blue Raiders'freshman center, was high-scorer
for the visitor, with 11 before he fouled out.
One bad omtn for Murray will be the absence of
reserve forwa*Ittilg Jetzt who sprained an ankle
and won't play tonight. Jon% a junior college
transfer, had been seeing ,consftlerable action for
the Racers'after breaking into the lineup against
Eastern Illinois, Feb.7.
Other OVC games tonight include Morehead at
Akron. Eastern at Youngstown, and Saturday

Fishin' Kits
Worids Most Popular
1/0P4

sophomore forward
Sharon Cooper, has left
the team because of personal reasons, according
to Smith Cooper, the
team's third leading
scorer., was averaging
10 4 piants a contest, 11 7
rebounds a game and
shot 47 percent from the
f
T he loss of two
starters plus Joan Ebert
dislocated knee suffered
- earlier in the week and
out for the season and
Mina Todd 'out With
mononucleosis gives us
eight players." Smith
noted. "We're definitely
going to have to stay out
of foul trouble
(Continued on Pg.9)

Thursday's 411-42 loss at
home to Hickman County. Both teams were
equal from the field, but
the difference-at the foul
line favored the visitors.
"We had a chance to
beat them. We shot pretty
good at the foul line, but
they just shot a lot
more," the MHS coach
pointed out.
Harrell's girls weren't
disillusioned entering the
recent five -game
gauntlet which featured
area powers Marshall
County, Symsonia,
Hickman County twice
and Christian County.
"We definitely didn't face
any weak sisters in that
bunch," Harrell said.
But with the district
tournament at Calloway
County, March 3-5, the
Lady Tigers are aiming
to "springboard" off
their remaining two opponents, gaining momen-

GRIMACE — Looks of disappointment, like this
one by Diana Ridley, were becoming commonplace
among the Lady Tigers during their recent fivegame losing streak, but coach Jim Harrell says the
team is looking ahead to a positive future.

flem,BEST BREAKFAST
DEAL

ata

Parra
2 Eggs & 3 pc flacon
IN TOWN/
Choice of Pancakes of Homemade Bisc. and /

.0 Gravy

SILENT SIXTY I

r

DE ACM. T ME PPS WINNERS SELECTED TO CATCH YOUR L ONT

Dual Scale 0-60
60-120

•
•

of Bass, Crappie & all
Ponfish, Large Selection

.
4
•

44, „

I

i

f
f
i

Hash Brown Potatoes
Coffee
ALL FOR ONLY $2.25 TAX INCLUDED
SIRVID MON. TIM SAT. 6 nu 11 am.

1105TDAI TEA PARTY - 11S 611 NORM

imilD LAY-A-WAY S
SALE

Was MS.93 Nee

$849°°

5 H.P. Ace Tiller-Fropt Drive

Gear Driven w..637t 91 Nov

3
-3995

GUM
Ports
And
Sinks
After Sale

Fiseaclag
Available

RE NTAl SALES

700

Main

CENTER

And

7S3

Trade

Weteen 4 14 11 Hedgers 0 14 3 Weed
244 Faint •a-4 a 1:reet 3 40 10
Teem Meals 14 164i 61
Teem record,
%Carey 10- 14
Heilman 1S-2 •
Halftone wm-e
MILS It MILS 24

Host Calloway Middle
School and Mayfield
basketball teams split in
the second round of the
district playoffs Thursday, the Mayfield boys
advanced, 39-27, and the
CCMS girls won in

,Fiteo1ots SPECIAL
075,
eFea Avtly
/1Every tri.

Set Night g)

VI. Corey his Dinner

Slew, &mew'Ott Mao,
Petite, Corehmet a Mt.f.

THE BOSTON TEA PART
US 641 NorthITESETt

Murray. Ky.

double-overtime, 44-43.
Joe Jackson and Bob
Herndon fired iii 13 and 11
points and instigated an
overpowering second half
for the Mayfield Cardinals. The hosts trailed
by only one, 14-13, at
halftime, but the Cardinals exploded behind 42
percent shooting after the
break to qualify for the
boys championship
game,Saturday at 7:15.
"We just got beat by a
better team," said CCMS
coach Burch Kinsolving.
"I'm real proud of our
boys' effort. We played
them close the first half,
but they got rolling in the
second half and we

(Continued on Pg.9)

SAL
E
Dunned Time Offer
011 CASE LAWN a GARDEN
TRACTORS

114/V CASS DUALITY Now
AT POW4PRINIO SALA'
~CEO AND'Avg
• SAVE — Tolio whontoqo of
ow s01. erica.
• SAVE — Ergo, she benefit of
125 A.P.R. financing.
• BONUS — Receive• FREE
Tore 12 es.pin wimnio, with
the
of any 100
through IMO settee Case
model safe priced at $1430 oo
10 $5610 oo ono•rion• on IND
model Oat beet suns row

19 Sunday
- Noon Buffet
12: Noon TIN 3:00

"
1 095

S H.P. Rear Tine
Snapper Tiller

ICKXMAN • 48(

PRE-SPRING
1111%1
W11111 I.At

A
A ^A 4
$25.00
:fri4i Deposit
5 H.P.
Magna•\ `'‘O'' Holds Your gc
Tiller
Selection r
Until
L N..qi995
April 8 H.P. Rear Tine
Snapper Tiller
Wes 9131E9511e.

el Mummy
MURRAY a
Ithdley 244 4 Houser 6 04 17.
124 11 Spann 0 3 2 Themmen 0 1 2 1
If 10.1442
Teem totals

CCMS girls, Mayfield
boys advance in playoff

t tosfuil-w.0•0•0•0•0•ONWV,S.'..'••••••0•••

/

turn before facing host
CCHS in the first round.
"We're not looking
ahead to Calloway yet,"
Harrell admits. "but
they're on our minds
down the road. We're
looking ahead, but we're
looking to win along the
way."
Monday Murray High
celebrates Seriior Night
to honor Monica Greene,
Donna - Rouriae and Lori
Schanba-cher in their
final home appearances
as Lady Tigers. District
member Mayfield will be
Murray's opponent in the
junior varsity-varsity
doubleheader beginning
at 6:30 p.m.

Tom Turkey. Southern Style
Fried Chicken, Brooded Winds, Codttail Soura,
Hushpuppies. Roost Round Of Choice Beef, Carved On
The lino.
Vegetal*, Include. Fluffy *hipped Potatoes, SeasonOrson Keens. Country Style Cream Corn. Oven Kok' ed bales. Cornbread Dressing, Assorted Kentucky
Mode Owen/fresh Fruit, Two l'irge Sled ears.
Assorted Dessert Table
Choice Of leverage
Entree's Include, boost

Noes.
Medal 441
MIA semstlemr
AN 1411.00'MOM

110114011
M.4o tre
wail sae.
Mode

Don't Forget Seaday's
kookiest %Het
7:Nt11110:30

Mb MOW al
USW
MU

Kenlake State Resort
Ihvy. 14 I. Asia
Park
474-2211

env
'820"

$260000"
rest SRNS

Iles Caw *rift M,
01101, Cale delft.

ss3r•
McKee! Equipment
753,3$62
SI3Wemt

4

En
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•
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41,
.
44 444:4t40-4'-
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Crashes cast pall over Daytona 500 qualifying races
DAYTONA

BEACH.
A week 01
spectacu1ar and horrdylig crashes, the worst of
which has left
lourneyinan driver Bruce
Jacobi in • critical condition with a brain injury,
has cast a pall over the
preliminaries to Sunday's
Daytona 500 stock car
race.
Jacobi. a 47-year-old
driver from Speedway.
Ind., was injured 'Thursday when his car became
airborne as it exited the
troublesome second turn
at the 2.5-mile Daytona
International Speedway.
His Pontiac Grand Prix

tAP) -

flew off the racing surface. turned over several
times and dug tate the
rain-soaked infield turf.
The auto's roof was ripped off when it amide contact with the ground just
five laps into the first of
two 135-mile qualifying
races for the $1-million
Daytona 500.
The accident overshadowed last-lap
maneuvers which made
winners of Dale Earnhardt and Neil Bennett
In the two SO-lap
qualifiers.
Swirling winds, which
have played havoc all
week with cars entering

or exiting the 31-degree
banked turns, were a factor in both races and apps
to be a'maw factor in Thursday's two
worst accidents.
"Something was tearing up on Rusty Wallace's
car," said Slick Johnson
of his involvement in an
accident in the second
race at virtually the same
spot where Jacobi crashed. "His hood blew off
and he hit the wall and he
came down into me
The 26-year -old
Wallace was hospitalized
for observation, but his
Injuries were limited to a
mild concussion and a

strained neck
The gusty winds seemed to ba the most common
thread for the rash of sccidents this week,
although there have been
the usual mechanical proMemo and a controversy
over the sue of the rear
spoilers that help
stabilise the car
The problems began
Monday with Cale Yarborough wrecking his
Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS
moments after setting an
all-time Daytona lap
record of 200 503 mph in
time trials The car had
to be withdrawn and that
cost turn the pole position

for Sundays race
Later that day in the
Busch Clash. defending
SOO champion Bobby
Allison wriCked his
Monte Carlo. and Terry
Labonte also crashed in a
Chevy. taking the Fords
of Earnhardt and Buddy
Baker with hun On Tuesda). Allison wrecked his
backup car, the Buick
Regal in which he won
last year's 500
What worked for both
Earnhardt and Boimiett
Thursday was the
familiar Daytona slingshot, a maneuver in
which a driver uses a vac-.
cuurn created by the car

he is trailing to pass on
the final lap
"I was in exactly the
place I wanted to be."
said Earnhardt, who
overtook A../ Foyt and
then held off Baker to colS18.000 from the
lect
$75.000 purse in Pus event

••I couldn't have led the day , and dr. It ullt• 111,0.•
race and won it.- said Unit.
,.1:
lionnett. gr.
Bormett, who drove his
Monte Carlo under S50.000 for
Richard Pett and held Clash, also pi( keit up .-gr.
on over the final mite- to additional S18,0041 in OA
win by less than a car- qualifier Silliglas a I a, glength "I just hope to be will po wort' t' ..•
t
!hereon the last lap Sun- $100.000 to the

SCOREBOARD
Hendon's Service Station
Where Good Service is a 47 Year
family Tradition"

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
C. Cii. Genege, Aggro Repage•Ivgge apg•Ilfelgeg•Shotlig•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Connors sets sights on sixth Indoor title
MEMPHIS,Tenn. API
Top-seeded Jimmy
Connors, his eye now set
on a record sixth title.
will take on eighth-seeded
Eliot Teltscher today in
the quarterfinals of the
$315,000 U.S. National Indoor Tennis Championships.
Connors' fifth crown in
the world's oldest indoor
tennis event came four
years ago here at the
Racquet Club of Mem- •
phis. That tied him with
Wylie C. Grant, who won
his fifth national title in
1912.

•'I came here to win
matches and the tournament, but I didn't think
about breaking any
records." said Connors,
who admitted he didn't
realize he was tied ith
Grant until someone
mentioned it to him
earlier this week.
The left-hander said the
fact the tournament has
"United States" in the title is another incentive
for him.
"I live here," he said.
'Anytime I win
something with 'U.S.' on
It, it stays on the plaque,
stays in the record book."

Lady Lakers
couldn't stop them."
In Thursday's game the
Lakers were out rebounded 34-23. Tony
Benke led the losers with
11 rebounds, eight points,
and Jeff Orr contributed
six points to the loss.
• • •
Lady Laker coach Pete
O'Rourke was ecstatic
after his team's doubleovertime "hair raiser,"
saying, "Mayfield was
definitely the best team
we've played all year."
CCMS re-mained
undefeated 111-01 despite
the loss of three starters
to fouls late in regulation
play. Christy Darnell, 12
points, Melinda Butterworth and Tabathia
Johnson all fouled out and
the bench, plus star
Christy Anderson, had to
take up the slack.

Other quarterfinal
pairings today sent thudseeded Gene Mayer
against No. 11 Brian
Teacher, No. 4 Yannick
Noah of France against
No. 5 Peter McNamara of

(Continued from Pg.')

Anderson scored 21
points and set a new
school rebounding record
by grabbing 20 boards in
the victory.
Chris Ruccio came in
late in the fourth period
and pulled down two
crucial rebounds, dished
off an assist to Anderson
to give CMS the lead in
the first overtime and she
scored two points in the
second ar alined!
Marsha Grimes
entered the lineup under
pressure and snared six
rebounds and gave the
assist to Anderson for the
game-winning basket in
the second OT.
The game was tied at
the end of regulation, 3535, and Anderson scored
all three of the Lady
Laker points in the first
overtime. In the second

OT, Anderson picked up
four points and Ruccio
had two to edge the
visitors by one.
Because of 29 fouls
against his team and the
loss of three starters,
O'Rourke said the win
was almost a fluke. "With
everything going the way
it did, there was no way
we should have won that
game. But we're glad we
did."
Saturday (6 p.m.) in
the championship the
Lady Lakers face the
winner of ths North
Marshall-Benton game
which begins at 6 p.m.

Australia, and No 10
Brian Gottfned against
Paul McNamee of
Australia, the only
unseeded player left .in
this 64-draw event at the
Racquet Club of Memphis.
Connors captured his
third-round match Thursday night by disposing of
Mexico's Raul Ramirez 63. 6-3. Mayer defeated
young Henri I.eConte of
France 1-6, 6-0, 6-0,
Teacher advanced when
Chip Hooper retired with
patella tendinitis of his
left knee; McNamara
ousted Sandy Mayer 1-6,
7-5,6-2; Teltscher downed
Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia 6-4, 6-0;
Noah stopped Britain's
Buster Mottram 7-5, 6-2;
Gottfried toppled Fritz
Buehning 5-7, 6-1, 6-4 and
McNamee defeated Mike
DePalmer 6-1.1-6. 7-6.
Teacher was leading 76, 4-3 when Hooper, who
had his knee bandaged
earlier in the second set,
was forced to quit.
"It happened in the

middle of the first set
when I was serving," said
Hooper "This thing was
killing mg and it the
knee is all swollen.
"I served the ball and
wasn't sure exactly what
happened It wasn't
soreness, it was pain
There is a fine line between soreness and pain I
can play with soreness"

Briefly
NEW YORK APi
Major league baseball's
championship series,
which determine the
Arms that play in the
World Series, will be expanded to a best-of-seven
event this year if the
players' union approves,
Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn announced The
championship series has
been a best-of-five series
NE▪ W YORK Al'(I
Al
Waquie, a forest ranger
from New Mexico, won
the sixth annual race up
the Empire State
Budding
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Hendon's Merrily
Service Station 753.1921

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
,

Jealfi
21- PIECE

tonight.

Shrimp
Dinner

4

197$ Caprice asssic

Lady Racers ...

2 tone silver, power steering red interior
power brakes 48XXX miles our cond,

with MTSU."
(Continued from Pg.6)
Giving the Lady Racers
The Lady Racers began
the season's stretch run a boost going into Saturwith games at -Arkansas day's encounter was an
State Thursday night and overtime victory at
Middle Tennessee Satur- Arkansas State Thursday night. MSU's Lady day.
Murray's Diane Oakley
Raiders, the OVC
leaders, beat Murray cashed in 26 points and
State 75-62 earlier in the added 15 rebounds to the
87-61 triumph and teamyear.
"Our players are mate Connie Dickman in
fighting as hard as we only her second start of
ever have, if not harder," the season canned 21
Smith said. "If we per- points and grabbed seven
form well, we can play rebounds.

ticgrung

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

$4.29

641 S. Murray

lessosgs

Jerry's famous 21 Pi' t'
Dinner
includes 21 Gulf shrimp, ser N.t.d up( lisp\
and golden! Plus ['relic h fries, flesh « dt •
slaw and dinner roll with butter! At this
price, its ciredt
d
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South 12th Street

Make it your business to know about your home!

MONDAY,FEBRUARY 28

PROFILE

.'8.3..accentuates the positivt"of Murray-and CallowayCounty

Many facts of **nen. labor, industry, and agriculture will be
deolt with. Useful information and facts Promoting Murray and
Calloway County.
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Business People:
This is your -perfect opportunity for effective for.racKhing
advortisirvg. Ad doodling is Thursday, Fob. 24. Copy and layout
service is free. Coll now. 753-1916.
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MSU vs MIDDLE TENN.
"Friday Night Live" Feb. 18, 10:30 p.m.
Televised Over The OVC Network
OVC Standings'
Conf. Overall
6-2
18-4
6-3
11-9
6-3
9-13
6-4
13-9
5-4
12-9
44
12-9
2-4
5-15
2-9
9-15

Murray
Morehead St
E Kentucky
Akron
Tenn Tech
Youngstown St.
Middle Ten
Austin Peay

Racer Results
11/19 Marathon Oil
11/27 W. Virginia Tech
11/29 Bradley
12/2 SIU-Carbondale
12/4 McNeese St.
12/6 Bowling Green
12/17 E. Kentucky
12/18 Morehead St
12/28 Fordham
12/29 UAB
1/7 Youngstown St
1/8 Akron
1/11 E. Illinois
1/14 Tennessee Tech
1/18 SIU-E
1/21 Middle Tenn
1/24 SE Louisiana
1/29 Austin Peay
2/4 Youngstown St.
2/5 Akron
2/7E. Illinois
2/11 Term. Tech.
2/12 Central St.

OVC Leading Scorers'
PPG
30.6
20.8
17.0
16.9
16.2

Joe Jakubick. Akron
;len (;reen, MSU
mon( Sleets, MSU
Ricky Hood, MSU
I-1qm'. Manning. A!1St.;

OVC Leading
Rebounders•
Rib.
9.9
94
8.9
8.9

1(1( ky Hood, MSU
Larl Harrison, Al()
Jim Chambers, E:1(11
Doug Lipscomb. MTSU
•A., of Vet) 12

RACERS TRAVEL TO
CLARKSVILLE TO
TAKE ON THE
GOVERNORS OF APSU

-75
7"4
I, 82
W
W
W
%V
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
vi
L

90-67
63-41
99-77
81-78
86-63
96-89
93-63
81-75
92-83
90-79
84-78
92-18
63-44
61-54
65-75

W 811.7
79 77
4
Wn42
I. 76-84
L 73-78
W 74-56

Racer Schedule

MTSU
F 6-5
F 6-6
C 6-10
(; 6-3
(; 6-1
Leading

MSU

Dwayne Dorsey 8 91
Doug Lipscomb t12 5 ,
Raleigh Choice 18.41
Laitae Davin (10.01
Danny Mayfield 15.1 /
Retxiunder I )(lug I .ipscomb 8 9

F 6-8• Sammy Curran (5.21
F 6-7 Ricky Hood (16.9)
C 6-7 David Youngblood (2.01
G 6-6 Glen Green (20.8)
G 5-10 Lamont Sleets(17.0)
leading Rebounder Ricky Hood: 9.9

Southern States
Order your fertilizer now and

Ana OW memo e
mow tor m•to

gm,gaud

To-

sawn.
on Ph. rip/ 14.1.1

IN
24 HOUR

and amount Ol
ccy wages

CALL ME.

Feb. 18 at Middle Tennessee
Feb. 25 at Austin Peay
Feb. 28 at Louisville
Mar. 4 Eastern Kentucky
Mar. 5 Morehead State
Mar. 11-12()VC Tournament

Antl's Lady Racers travel to Marfreesboro to face MTSU Saturday,
Feb. 19.

COMPARE
Feature for
feature, dollar
for dollar, no
other desktop
plain paper
copier matches

TOSHIBA'S
new BO-4511.
••••

Jane Rogers insurance

110.0.11K
441•••6••

201 Ssertii 146 753-1627

McCLARD S SHELL

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

STATE FANS
ramase COMPONIG
MOO MOM
111111.110100 OMNI

314 Main Street

753-0123

ASK AK( All MR

MILLION 1XXLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD'PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH
N ,•411 hir ow• 04 dada tibias
*Ad lifreine. nidlli1.06011 two"orp
tssibporArni.w• Aralth
wow,aft• pr...fur.

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forgo Our Complete
Ninchino & Rothe*, Shops

• 11.•N4A1

Still 1
Of

.von ipa al

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753-044S

▪ Malik *1

Stokes Tractor 8,
Implement Co.

All the Shield you'll ever need

Montilla Rd.

753-1319

Friday Nights
Seafood Buffet

Saturday Night
Quality Petroleum
Products
403 SO L P Miller St
Murray, KY 42071

753-0212

753-2321

Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffet

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hwy. 94
Aurora

LANDSCArING AND LAWN MAINTENANC E

1907 Coldwater Rd
Murray. Kentucky Protessumai Desoot
Free Estimates
15021 753-3188

474-2211

Ross Inserance
Agency
Acts
Iliessowsers
Commercial
Are
farsiewiiers

Open every Sunday

Ses
.iNtsitia Center

Neal*

210 East Mei St.
- Murray, KY
753-1481

Al You Can Eat Fish Dinners
HWY. $O
HARDIN. KY

PHONE
502-437-4571

South 110

7534971
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Court refuses to review ruling
FRANKFORT. Ky.
API - The state
Supreme Court haarefused to review a Court of

Appeals ruling upholdinS
the one-vote election of
Gene Mastui as mayor of
Cumberland

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Juniors to take part in competition

One hundred of Ken- which will'br provided to einiden IOU F.1111 SC h1•11
tucky's most outstanding Kentucky's universities will make nominati•ac. •in
termer ea Merida!'s Peelle
high school juniors will be in order to enhance their the basis of intellectual
T•utonK
7.7
named as the Golden 100 opportunities for scholar- ability . acacirinrc
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A 14
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1411
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I. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

M
1. Legal Notice

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.113.-CI42b
INVESTORS HERITAGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
PLAINTIFF, -vs- PASCO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC.,•
Kentucky Corporation RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY BUILDING
SUPPLIES,INC.,DEFENDANTS
••••••••

1. Legal Notice1.Legel Notice

1. Mal Notice

interest thereon at the rate of 12% per annum from the 31th day of
January. 1963, until paid,and Tract No.4 is being sold for the purview
of satisfying -the Ben of the plaisuff, Investors Heftier LK*
Insurance Company, in the earn of $112,220.52. together with interest
thereon at the rate of 12% per annum from the 31Ish day of January,
1913, until paid. The same will be made on terms of a cash deposit of
Ten-(10%) percent of the sale price at the time of sale and the
balance to be due in thirty (30) days, the successful bidder(s being
required to execute bondisi covering the balance of tiie purchase
price with surety lobe approved by the undersigned. bearing Interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid.'However, the
purchase price, or any part thereof, in cash at anytime prior to the
maturity of said bond and causing the same to be canceled. Said
property shall be sold with the improvements thereon "as is". and
shall be sold free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, except all
State. County and School Taxes for the year 1963. which shall be paid
by the purchaser, and the-purchaser shall take said real property
subject to all easements, restrictions, stipulations and agreements of
fecord, any matters disclosed by an accurate survey or inspection of
the property; assessments for public improvements levied against
the property and zoning regulations.
All bidders should be prepared to comply promptly with the
foregoing terms
Frank L. Ryan
Master Cornnussioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMISSIONER'SSALE
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered in the obey,styled action on the 28th day of January, 1963, 1 will sell th)e--,
hereinafter described real estate at public auction from the front
ioor of the Calloway County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, at or
about the hour of 1:00 o'clock p.m., Local Time, on Monday, the 211th
day of February, 1963. The property shall be sold in four 41 separate
tracts to the highest and best bidder(s) which said property is more
particularly described 811 follows, to-,wit
Tract No. 1:
• A portion off of the east side of Lots One Hundred One 4101 1 and
One Hundred Two flint as shown in the Third Replat: of the Pasco
Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky, as recorded m Deed
Book 108. page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court and more particularly described as follows, to-wit
Beginning at an iron stake in the south boundary of lot number
One Hundred Two (102i, located in the north boundary of Wells
Drive. sixty 60i feet west of the northwest corner of the intersection
of Pasco Avenue 017th Street 0 and Wells Drive; thence in an easterly
direction with the north boundary of Wells Drive a distance of sixty
601 feet to an iron stake at the southeast corner of lot number One
Hundred Two 102 thence in a northerly direction with the west
boundary of-Vasco Avenue (17th Street a distance of One Hundred
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Forty Nine and two-tenths (149.10 feet to an iron stake at the
CIVIL ACTION NO.I2-CI-317
northeast. corner of lot number One Hundred (Inc (101 rr thence in a
INVESTORS HERITAT;E LIFE •
westerly direction with the north boundary of lot. number One
INSURANCE COMPANY,
PLAINTIFF,
Hundred One 41011 a distance of One Hundred Two 1102 feet to an
iron stake in the north boundary of lot number One Hundred One
sg1101). thence in a southerly direction and parallel to the west
boundary of Pasco Avenue 417th Street it distance of one hundred
JOHN 0. PASCO,
DEFENDANT,
twenty 0120 feet loan iron stake, thence in a southeasterly direction
a distance of fifty-one and one-tenth )51.1i feet to the point of
'beginning
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Tract No. 2:
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered in the above.' A portion off of the west side of Lots One Hundred One 11011 and
styled action on the 28th day January. 1983. I will ;all the hereinafter
tow Hundred Two 41011 and forty-nine and five-tenths / 49.51 feet off
described real estate at public auction from the front door of the
of the east side of Lot One Hundred (1001 as shown in the Third
Calloway County Courthouse, Murray. Kentucky, at or about the
iteplat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray. Kentucky, as
hour of 1 00 o'clock p.m., Local Time. on Monday, the 28th day of
recorded in Deed Bookvision to the City of Murray, Kentucky. as
February. 1983. The property shall be sold to the highest and best
retortied in Deed Book 108, page '471 in the office of the Clerk of the
bidder, which said property is more particularly described as
Calloway County Court and more particularly described a? follows.
follows, to-wit.
to it
Tract No. 1
Beginning at an iron stake :in the south boundary of Lot One
"Forty five (45) feet off of the east side of lot number
Hundred Two • 102 located in the north boundary of Well, Drive.
ninety six 961 and forty five 1451 feet off of the west side
sixty i 600 feet west of the northwest corner of the intersection of
at lot number ninety seven (971 as shown in the Third
l'ascii Avenue 17th Street t and Wells Drive. thence in a westerly
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray.
direction with the north boundary of Wells Drive a distance of one
Kentucky. as recorded in Deed Book 108, page 471 in the
hundred and thirty-seven and five-tenths t 137.5k feet to an iron stake
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
in the north boundary of Wells Drive located twenty-five and fiveFor source of title. see Deed Book 81. page 471. in the
tenths r 2.5 5 feet east of the southwest corner of Lot One Hundred
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
I
thence in a northerly direction and parallel to the west
:Tract No. 2:
boundary of Lot (Inc Hundred 0100 a distance of one hundred forty"Lot Number (Inc Hundred Three 103
and forty and
nine 0149 feet to an iron stake in the north boundary of Lot One
five-tenths 140.5 # feet off of the east side of Lot Number
Hundred 0100 located twenty-five and five-tentlt0 25.5) feet east of
One Hundred Four t 1041 as shown in the Third Replat of
the northwest corner of 144 One Hundred 100 thence in an easterly
the Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray. Kentucky as
direction with the north boundary of lots One Hundred 1.1001 and One
recorded in Deed Book 108, page 471 in the office of the
Hundred (Hie 101 a distance of ninety-one 191 feet to an iron stake
Clerk of the Calloway County Court
in the nor44,1 boundary of Lot One Hundred One (101) located one
For source of title, see Deed Book 81, page 471 in the
hundred two 01021 feet west of the northeast corner of Lot number
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, in which
One Hundred (Inc 101 / • thence in a southerly direction and parallel
mortgagor received one-half interest in the above
to the west boundary of Pasco Avenue 1 17th Street) a distance of one
property, the remaining one-half interest- mortgagor
hundred twenty 1201 feet to an iron stake; thence in a southeasterly
obtained by surviving his wife. Ituth F. Pasco, who died
iliter tion a distance of fifty-one and one-tenth 51.h feet to the point
on July 27.1977."
I ,1 beginning
Tract No. 1 is being sold for the purpose of satisfying the hen of the
• For source of title, see deed from John 0. Pasco, a single man, to
plaintiff. Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company, in the sum of
l'asi Development Company, Inc , dated January 2. 1980, which is
$58,627.61, together with interest thereon at the rate of 12% per
r.oorded in Microfilm Deed Book 160, Card 2885 in the office of the
annum from the 28th day of January, 1983, until paid, and Tract No.
Clerk of the Calloway County Court "
1 is being sold for the purpose of satisfying the lien of the plaintiff,
Tract No. 1:
Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company, in the sum of $59,130.13,
Twenty-five and five-tenths 025.5) feet off of the west side of Lot
together with interest thereon at the rate of 12% per annum from the
(no- Hundred 0100 t and sixty-five and five-tenths feet off of the east
28th day of January. 1983, until paid. Each tract will be sold
side of Lot Ninety-Nine 199 as recorded in the Third Replat of the .• separately,,The same,will be made on terms of a cash deposit of Ten
l'asi 0 Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky, as recorded in
10% percent of the sale price at the time of sale and the balance to be
heed Rook 108, page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
due in thirty 30i days, the successful bidder being required to
4'ourity Court and more particularly described as follows, to-wit:
execute bondi s 1 covering the balance of the purchase price with
-Beginning at an mon stake in the north boundary of Wells Driue
surety to be approved by the undersigned, beanng interest at 12%
Toi.ared Twenty-five and five-tenths 0-25.5) feet east of the southwest
per annum from the date of sale until paid. However, the purchaser
orner of Lot One Hundred (1001, thence in a westerly direction with
of said property shall have the privilege of paying the full purchase
the north boundary of Wells Drive a distance of ninety-one 491i feet to
price, or any part thereof, in cash at anytime prior to the maturity of
an iron stake in the north boundary of Wells Drive located nine and
said bond and causing the same to be cancelled. Said property shall
five-tenths 09.5) feet east of the southwest corner of Lot Ninety-Nine
be sold with the improvements thereon "as is", and shall be sold free
i99 thence in a northerly direction and parallel to the west
and clear of all liens and encumbrances,except all State. County and
boundary of Lot Ninety-Nine 1991 located nine and five-tenths (9.5
School Taxes for the year 1983, which shall be paid by the purchaser,
feet east of the northwest corner of Lot Ninety-Nine 499); thence in
and the purchaser shall take said real property subject to all
an easterly direction with the north boundary of Lot Ninety-Nine (99)
easements, restrictions, stipulations and agreements of record; any
and lot One Hundred 11001 located twenty-five and five-tenths (25.5)
matters disclosed by an accurate survey or inspection of the
feet east of the northwest corner of Lot One Hundred 1100): thence in
property; assessments for public improvements levied against the
a southerly direction and parallel to the west boundary of Lot One
property and zoning regulations.
Hundred 1001 a distance of one hundred forty-nine 41491 feet to the
All bidders should be prepared to comply promptly with the
point of beginning
foregoing terms.
or source of title, see deed from John 0. Pasco, a single man, to
Frank 1. Ryan
Pasco_ Development Company, Inc.. dated January 2, 1980, which is
Master Commissioner
recorded in Microfilm Deed Book 160, Card 28I5 in the office of the
Calloway Circuit Court
('lerk of the Calloway County Court."
Tract No. 4:
,. Nine and five-tenths t 9.54 feet off of the west side of Lot NinetyNine 199 1 , all of Lot Ninety-Eight 1984 and thirty 130i feet off of the
2. Notice
2. Notice
2, Notice
east side of lot Ninety-Seven (97i as shown in the Third Replat of the
Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky, as recorded in
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JONES TAX
Deed Book 108, page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
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15. Articles for Sale
Light pink Victorian
prom dress. sate 7, good
condition /53 2513 after
5 00p in
White formal, sae 7.
Matching drapes
$40
and tuff spread. 125 Cab
753 4186

14, Home Furnishings
Blacks axo m
wnite 19 ih
inc h

SILVER
CUSTOM
JEWELERS
Watch for
0
,
00*.

Wanted Burley pound
age for '113 croft
759 9611
Call anytime.
wilt Pay going price

1'
T v

$50

Call

437 4945

after

Greed

Montgomery Ward
washer and dryer
white, used 3 months.
Cash only
$350
753 1568
One good white and
black RCA T V
550
Call 753 1739

qtyouk Piers
is. Sewing Machines
Fenner

Undo

Lee's

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
The family. of
Hassel Kuykendall
acknowledges with
grateful appreciation your kind expression of sympathy. Thanks so
much for the consolation words from
Bro. G. T. Moody,
for the ones who
came to the funeral
home. Also calls,
cards, food,
beautiful flowers,
the ones who served
as pallbearers, all
who helped in any
way and most of rill
your prayers.
May God Bless
each one of you.
Mother and
Family
6. Help Wanted .

For sale Singer Athena
2000 in cabinet all
accesiories. baby lock
commercial quality,
yr old Both in excel
lent ctYndition. also
many varieties fabrics
.
4892449

19. Farm

n. Musical
A pair of car speakers
Pioneer T S 102 60 watt
$75 Call Dan 761 4168

Used spinet piano, used
organs. used grand
pianos, player piano,
practice pianos
Bald
win pianos, organs
Lbnardo Piano Co next
to Penney's
Paris.
Tenn

FOR SALE
anti bspatsills party
Assam saall essibly
ants m spiel cues&
aas Ca le sue leClily
filt
(111C1101
peen
Cre111 Nunn
PC la 571 Warm
k Erni

23. Exterminating
WIMP

MURDER

9. Situation Wanted
House wanted on or
Kelley's Termite
near lake to rent to
tease with option to buy
Pest
Send pictures and de
tails to Ripptemeyer,
753-31)4
Cross Or , Delleville.
ammiammeaellesillmok
III. 62221.
Local girl needs female 24. Miscellaneous
roommate to share 2
Air Compressors,
bedroom townhouse
apt References needed commercial 5 horse
power, 60 gallon tanks,
Cali after op m
151 CFM per minute,
/$9 9513
retail $1,795, special
$69 5
We deliver
10.
901 /49 0091 day or
BIG MONEY IN night.
SPORTS) Own you own
Atari cartidges, River
sporting goods bust
Road, Pitfall,
nets, SPORT CIRCLE
Vanguard, Spider
will show you the way
Fighter. Spiderman
Be affiliated with an
Coast to Coast Hard
international franchise,
ware. 753 8604
earn big profits, full or
Part time, $7,400 gets Kerosene heater, Sell or
you started! Call BILL ink:* fOr trolling; motor
WARD collect (1)7) or chain saw 436 2941
421 6910 Or write SPORT SEASONED
CIRCLE. INC. So 9th FIREWOOD Call John
St
Stroudsburg, Pa Bever, 753 0331
18360
Satellite Receiver
DiStributors wanted .or System. completely in
exciting new highly Stalled and ready to
marketable product. watch over 50 channels
Exceptional income This is a "top of the
potential tor the go line" system, $7,550. We
getter For Interview have Murray re
end further information terences. Call 502.676
send resume to Box P
3903 or 502 251 5719.
New Enterprise, TUCK'S DISCOUNT
Eltsbentown Ky.
PANELING
Paneling,
For sale or rent Of rent 100 patterns. Exterior
with option to buy. Siding,bigs S.te. No. 2

Control
it
ph...

Business Opportunity

Located on corner lot on Shingles, sie.rs/sa.
Vinyl Rugs $2 95/sg. yd.

busy 4 Way Street
Could be used for
variety of businesses. If
Interested call /53 1150.

11.!Infraction
Keyboard InStruction
Individual keyboards in
a class lab Setting ern
OhaSiling basic pion
'stir skills to Pr•Oar•
for private lessons All
ages Special adult and
pre school classes
If session courses 'Call
Sutanne Johnson. 416
2625. or Chuck's Music
Center. 713 3612

13, For Sale or Trade
Romani heater. 10.000
STU Sunbeam. very

Rolled

Roofing,

SS 95/r011. Exterior I.
interior Door Units
Vanities, top and bet
torn. Carpet Hwy. 45. 1
ml so . Martin, Tn.
(901) 507 3000.

8.!Mines Services
NOOGIS TAX MKT
•fteorilie lo•vldi.I. Wawa,
farm sled
wins. 1454 Pepe,
lisrvery. 731-1423

Joyce Noel's Tax Sec
vice
Prices start at
47 XI tor short forms 940
wafting - copies mode
good condition Last II on Me soot and ready to
hrs on one fill Price mail 409 3440
$110 Cali 7533711 after
Order your 11/Ne girl's
6 30p m
tailor made Easter
dress today. For more
Information, call 759
Burley Poundage for 13 1206 between 5 and
crop. 753 0474
loin

It

Buy

a.Mobile Home Rentals
newly
At?or 3 BR
natural gas
furnished
or electric neat Shady
Oaks 753 5209
Two bedroom !railer.
Cali
East of Town
489 2763
Two bedroom house on
Call
10th Street
5
489 /763
Two bedroom mobile
home 1 2 miles south Of
town $150 Call 153 0692
_
after 5 00
Very nice three bed
r 0.4 m unfurnished
water,
Mobile Home
appliances furnished,
no - pets,
couple only
garden spot Call 191
8348

X. Business Rentals
Body Shop. 1 car stall
electric heat $725 a
month 753 9100
7
0443
59m:
131 with barn and
Pasture for horses. Call

Maw

Warthogs*
Storage Spec,
For Rent
753-475$
Two bedroom home in
Murray with fenced in
yard 354 8516

32. Apts. For Rent

A Lowrey Electric Or
good ,condition
gen
uso Coo 43; 4432

Experienced
housekeeper, 1 day a
week, must have re
ferences and own tran
sportation Call 753 0839
or 436 /935
Help locale a friend
John Hayden Futrell
Contact Box IS, Woodburn, Ky 421/0
New Openings for
nationwide industries,
no sales, will train,
515.000 plus a year For'
info call 1 311 931 7051,
ext 1114A

We are now taking
applications for Avon
representatives
Have
openings in the college
area and East and West
Cali
side of Murray
753 0171 after Sp m

Equipment

1940 245 MF OleSel
Tractor less than 300
hours. 8' Tullio, wheel
is. 165 bushel gravity
*awn w/11 ton running
gear, 1140 John Deere
planter, 2 row John
Deere planter. 1 row
Ford rotary hoe, 16'
Harvest Handler corn
elevator
HP elec
fric moior
Call
753 6156
John Deere 1240 4 Row
Drill Call 435 4155

Three bedroom 1981
B uccaneer Mobile
bath.
Home. 741'44, 1,
all electric. CHStrivaSher.
shingle rOof, brown
masonite aiding, excel
lent condition, was
bought new
$17.500
Call 753 5671 between
9 30a m Sp m

Furnished apts 1 or 2
bedrooms
Also sleep Ind rooms Zimmerman
Apts S 16th, 753 6609
Nice 2 bedroom, fur
nished, deposit re
pored
No pets
753 8731
Nice 2 bedroom fur
noshed apt Call 751 8199
days, 753 6.194 nights
One or two bedrooms
aptt
near downtown
Murray'. 753 4109, 762
6650 Or 436 7844
One bedroom. $80
month 2 bedroom. $100
month
Stove, re
frigerator, water fur
Abed At Lynn Grove
Phone 753 7114
- Orre bedrocirri turnisnecr
apt , couple Preferred
492 4662 after 5
Small neatly furnished 1
bedroom apt Inquire at
1005 13th St
Three rooms and bath,
furnished, city
Cole
man Real Estate, 753
91198 Also unfurnished 1
bedroom
Tired of bog utility bills'
We have a nice 2
bedroom apt for you
7533919
Two bedroom duplex,
quiet residential
neighbor. near' Un
iversity, $215/month
153 8096.

33. RoomsforRent
Sleeping rooms.

re
frigerator in hall. priv
ate entrance, washers
Zimmer
and dryers
man Apts . S 16th St
753 6609

34. Houses for Rent
Nice three
city
brick

bedroom
Coleman
Real Estate, 153 9898
Also two bedroom
brick, county.
Three bedroom house.
501 S 6th, washer dryer
connection, basement
and upstairs $185 per
month
Mrs Rena
Solomon Rte 1, Gilbert
evil,/ Ky 42041 or call
1- 362 11063 after 5 PM
Three bedroom, range
refrigerator, newly in
Near Univers
twisted
ity 5275 CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753 1492
Two bedroom house,
gas heat, 'meted at 410
South 10th. $100 deposit,
1175 rent. Call 753 5094
Two bedroom, 1 bath,
located within walking
distance 01 downtown
Available immediately.
no pets. 7538075 before
435 4325 after
50.111
50.011

36. For Rent or Lease
For Rent )00 or

110

tenable acres, Calloway
County
Call nights
313 545 0491.
For rent 30 acre* Of
cropland at Crossland
494 N54

V.Lirestock•Supplies
Per sale seven foot.
two horse trailer

$1100

.111 buy Call 49 2799 or
109 2306
Quarter Horse Stallion
standing in Princeton,
Ky
Doc Bar, Poco
Buono. Sugar Bars

Breeding For inform.
Tian can SNatis.
3650113
night

day.

3656354

Saddles and Bridles,
new and used. Horses
and Ponies The Saddle
Shoo, Princeton. Ky
365 0113 day, 36S 6334
night.

•

11.44.L

1111.811-111tAt-b4-14131GER4T111i-?,

3Iral

4.Reel Estate

X.Pets Supplies
AKC Registered
Chines* Pug Puppies
S14111 each tell 7517430
Airdill puppies. 6
14
weeks Old Feb
CharnpiOn 151000 Lines
AK C registered, wOr
mid and had shots Can
1 387 2479 nights and
wee1u10111

41. Public Sale

4Rut Estate

.alluaaa • C
• Co,.••••v
1111
1111tacr•
,02, Yea• ••

304 N. 12111,
Ky.
Sales Associates,
looming Phones
hoe*. Dom ?S) 5725
low 1161 717.1554.
Id* Mato, 411 2266.
Ow Reeved 7$3 3437

43 Real Estate
Pardee. & Thermo.
insaronce
Reel(stet,
Serthshie Curt Sq.
filerray, Koatimby
7S3-4451

I

• r

111

•

WU 120 al Sytutirt
MIME 1S1-1851
Appietamets med
ler year coartioirrace.
Fell time solo
esseciotes *testi.
pereoes.
153-124
Awm McCarty
11snisa 1111111 /S3-777
Ism Semi rat*
53-741
ivy Spam
1S)-2411
A888ism*

11•19119 foryica Sims 1 He
1517(..t_ loot
laerrey loinoray 42171
.
0 (54171713 else
Airenwe
)011 111101005
Utioried

49. USIO

1975 Mercury Come.
ANCE SER
good condition . 436 7215 • 'F
'Kenmore
atter Fp m
•
ncl"Ovse
•5 •'s 7
21 sears
1977 Ofd's Cutlass WIC,• "n"Ipoot
condition. AM FY d
t
en-e
Parts and
track stereo tat.- cle, • s.". r
Bobby
ii?2)
Call after S
'`•
Apw.anr.e sec
4569
. r 72
Sth St

your farn
JvSt now
on the market at Cen
fury 21 Loretta , Jots

Realtori Cau 753 1192
Not otter. enough ao
houses offer ail those
things neceSLary to be
rated a great home
Well planned all brick
.
level
3 big be
drowns. semi formal
dining room
nicely
arranged kitchen
be
at./SIttol den * bookcases
arlci gas log 1,replac r
Central gas Plea, gar
.04), and redwood de,
top oft the lilt of pluses
Priced in the !Ow SiSe 1

53. Services Offered

• Sei 411!:
r Jmie

1977 Volk-savageactual 39 000
bade- and mob.),
•

11110111110

tn.' es

Y

vi

;so

We have oritgrown ear present facilities sad need
to relocate. Interested pieties may cell 1536695, Pastor Derrell Ramsey.

41. Auto Services

1973 model. 970 Case diesel. Argi King
tractor - 1975 model 1370 Case diesel
tractor with cab and air, duals, only 1400
hrs. 3 point quick hitch attachment, in
excellent condition - 11976 model 750 M.F.
combine with diesel engine in excellent
condition with 15kt'grain table and 6 row,
30",63C corn header, and straw chopper 214'Case hydraulic fold disk harrow with
big pens - J.D. 21' 3 p.h. rotary hoe with
transport wheels - 8 ton rubber tired
wagon with 175 bu. gravity flow bed- 18
hole J.D. A 1300 grain drill with special
implement tires - 57' Hutchinson 1" grain
auger - 10' Hawk but 3 P.H. chisel plow 21' Donahue equipment trailer - 13' pulltype bush hog with extra set et wheels - 14'
J.D. pull type mower - 16'6" grain auger 400 gallon saddle tanks - 1600 gallon
plastic water tank - 1000 gallon aluminum
tank - Ashland 3 yard scraper. Wayne
Gholson,owner.
1,815 IHC extra nice combine with grain
table and 2 row corn head - 1, 4030 J.D.
tractor with cab - IHC $7205 bottom 16"
breaking plow with automatic trip -1969
Chev. 50 series truck with 111' hydraulic
grain bed, new aides and tarps - 1963 Chev.
van, new motor and in good condition
NO MINIMUM NO RESERVE
Sale by

• interior.

1,00

'51 11,4.1

There is ex
crowds
citemenf in every roOrn"
of this rambling one
story girded with pro
ches. garden and
towering hardwoods
Dial 7534412 and ask
Century 21 to show YOU
this adventure that just
came On the market this
week. Century 7 1
Loretta Jobs Realtors
appreciates your call
.
ing 753.1492 Brick duplex house vatfti
basement
3 blocks
from Square 400 South
6th. Murray 247 1459

PERUD REALTY 753
127'2
b v
Three bedroom
central heat, air condi
lion, utility
hookup. range. dis
hwastier, .r argot. -Car
OW, outside Storage or
workshop, deep well, all
on l' acres and On 94
East. 545.000 753 4091
Three bedroOm. 2 story
lrame house Cell 'for
appointment only. 436
2177 after Sp m

2381
4_
1915 Ford Granada
dr
locally own excel
lent condition
II 600

Call 753 50116
1971

Ford Granada
Ghl'a. 2 Or . 6 cylinder.

good gas mileage
automatic transmis
Sion. pb, ps. cAc, AM FM
I track stereo,' vinyl
top. no rust, no dents.
axc_ettent condition,
special order. 52.500 Of
1311 Main
best offer

THIS WEEK
SPECIALS

I.

.^ •

.1•

•

N.
;O.

.
I ance Serr
. _dryers
A 'she,
«:er
ret-r ,geratO•
• rheat
n
• •
All bian..1*,
ser . /•.• 7591377

56 Free Column

•

I. r fr.!

•••

••••••N

.14

Home improve

Hot,

rears
e

•••

re

•
A

u„te
on. rely
,4.•,1er

r

,

ty •

Compaq!
Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum 8 Steel
50 Yr. Warranty

Standing Seam Steel Roof

N•44 e second

Local
Call

Pi( SUP
51 495 Call 48'..

50. Used Trucks

17311
1978 Chevy
auyille power
1075 Dodge

Van

Be

And aff

kup
4
Wheel live power And
air 7S.1 1647 After Sp m

14-19

Chevy 'y an red
V 6. Call 06 26.18

2511

_dr

elki,

1076.

I

1953 Fora
• Ad teu<
(10041 (ono.t,on
runs
Cait ell
great. $1000

refefafICIIS

Rep Ovtlend,

759•1718 Of 753

'WO

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL TODAY 759-1600
DAY /NIGHT

753-3716
753-5292

*newt? lead op
Residential.
or

I

Love

Aluminum Storm Windows/Doors

ROOF
PROBLEMS)

Ill F._

002.*

tri.
;
p,unting ..n r1
ens..
needs
753 0092 or 7S1
HOSef
Cif Ni PAL
IS years
PEPAII.1
Caroy-0,,
prrieni.e
uiumr,
ioncrete
rooting
F rei•
JOB TO WALL
Days 7.51
estimate%
69" r''S17`'s IN 2216

0,10V
10
C,0
O

501

52. Bats-Motors

Fv

trolling

motor

1

Bass seats
electric
excel
start .nd Vitt?

Ir

HATCHER
AUTO SALES

LARGE COUNTRY 1101.11

FOUI 111)1100111111AUTS
P• e,
fr,/

PIOT*

boors o.rr'
..4.11.00vet
oloode,, ae,li
'
....,.4.41bothyord lo.eed
. -eel ond offered oi 59 4

362 9091

WALLIS DRUG

1

•

1111111101100111C0tONIAl
411110114411

lef bea.0414,11,
fed home woth i, 0.

515 S. 12th
753-4961

TOBACCO BASE FOR SALE
ALLOWAY COUNTY
KENTUCKY
PPROXIMATELY 3.03 ACRES DARK
OBACCO WILL BE SOLD TO HIGHEST AND
EST BIDDER. PLEASE MAKE BIDS ON
all BASIS.
END WRITTEN BIDS TO:
.1. RANDALL
ISTVACO CORPORATION
IMBERLANDS DIVISION
.0. SOX 458
KUM,KT 42087
DS WILL BE OPENED ON MARCH 1,
183. WESTVACO RESERVES THE RIGHT
ACCEPT 0* MKT ANY OR AU BIDS.

CROSSFIRE TV/FM Antennas
from

Cisme'Master

Mod•1
3610

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murrry,
212 1 A'it MAIN ',Taft
r & lor...1.0.y.•

Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel 8. Aluminum

PAINTING

1980 Dmige Omni, 4
dr., oir, elstromatic
treas. $2,400. 1979
Ford Fevre, 2 dr., 4
speed, 4 cyl. $1,100.
[ •PRISCRWT1ONS *MU FRUIT MINIS
1918 F•ed Firtves, 2
•NOSPITAtSOPPUIS FOR KO ARO SAll
r., IS, PS, sir,
•liiAIMI1 IMAMS Of COSIMITICS
$2,400. 1977 ford
•NOUSTIII°STOUT 10101141t1S
'
into. V-6, eatornotic"
free lalkery oe Proem4pisions se ory Lindh
U.S. $1,100.

Check Ow Prices Ilefewe Youltrf
lispoot IsjaILuIlaa Whit 23 Yrs. lop.

Todd, Cash, Grady, Kis & Themes

1S341811

;.•

'

A BIG 30%

Whoa:kir 311B-72S 1
Night 31111-7088

es,•

_

197?
Bass Boat
Polar Craft 'heavy duty
boat and 11.1,1er. 55 hp

AN Closersel Minter Anterooms, Towers,
Rollin's, Amplifiers, Reduced

r•

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4792
435 4348

14'

Apt

The World's LasAllona Aa•temns Manuteet..•,

Thomas

.

Jeff 75) • '•

•••;L.0

1974

t37 .199v

.1.971 VW Cuper Beetle
hr
aUtOrnat,(
Adventure in living ton brand new yarn?
above City noises and radio After 1 30 75)

relaxed living Priced in
the mid $40s
KOP

Thursday, February 24th
Sale Them 10:30
LOCATION: Sale will be held on
Hwy. 62 West in Princeton, Ky.
across from Wal-Mart on the
blacktop now owned by Foulder's
Inc.

.

univers

The convenience and
affordability makes this
home very desirable
The three bedroom I.
.
bath, newly decorated
beautifully landscaped
home is ready for

FARM MACHINERY
AUCTION

CI

4
8 .
'S. 4'12 alter
Residential'tots,-----Zoned $700 C
Jr110r11.4tar
R 2
Robertson Schoot
34
orent
District. 'near
Warehous« C pan rig rrUe'tO rberltOt ex
'es 54 995 7s4
ity All utilities, paved Sale
_Get Selected '
s
Street. 5100 front fOot MOtrhfCv, let and 1
70,01,4 ' • t• e•
On
y
753 6537 or 753 191 '
t_0r wheeler% Starting at spec' 4 X;
753 2649
...•ereo (Asset'« Pia
no warrant,
SSO MO
• r•
1)
r
Two acres. loc
on Now at Town & Country
averages
I
,,,,•••••
Martin Chapel •oad
Yamaha 75141078
;
1
Per gamy. .
Call 759 1710

Personal showing
46. Homesfor Sale

Glendale la

•
,

.1 ;
you'
tess.onalt.
c14.t the 4c'
pe• r-,.c •
Fret' f .•

Pr

Che.role'

141

A••,, •••
gr •

•
carve., a
wear ovr Scrry•t••

`e^.

47.

1950

s•

Fr,e

stItat
al
1111
ItIO
C8511111
lefetegees Call Will
III?

53 ServIces Offered

gr. Ot,
"

'53 511113
ybot
Dirt An -.1

Shama

Sedan
auto*.a'
t4.4 '.100 re
MPG

53. Services Offered

M aone

..•

COmple`e
from

751 5356

SEMI

and

Harmon

HL,n,,,

,ondition 12.50C
Bug Cat Owe,
II
equipect
II SOO Call
Slater ale 229*
1971 Datum 5

Mr"

53. Services Offered

Hopper

49 Used Cars

First Assembly of God

White
Sons
Auction & Realty

t;

4o8
9111C 11a,.5
Import Auto `,4..tcje
even.ngs
FISH, WORK OR SIT Datsun. Toyota
y A
Pont,1
BACK AND RELAX. Fiat Opal Subaru flee. 15
loaAed *It
119 acres' spring fed and OSP() par's
ii tri n
2
lake plus remodeled 4 repeor 174 7325
C
r• •
e r
bedroom ranch home
Si 7304
Good tillable acreage
147 Pont,,v
stock barns corn crib
rrd,rane
Trar
hay shed, completely dr
iciaded lOw
qood
1 owner
-75-1-044#-01-44-1-1Ofenced Ceti C-Eti4T4JR
eortattron--f-att-,
21 Loretta Jobs Real
r
N ,. e 1917 C
1969 Pontiac Catalina 4
tors at 753 1497 for your
SI 495
autOrnat.0 a •
lean
. runs great

FOR SAL
Of 16th

M. Homesfor Sale
Fun ta10 family room'
and a cooker° of a
kitchen 1004. 040 -fo a
landscaped yard
Dream sited bedrOOms
and u shaped koic hen
makes WS a home to,

'53 521 •
f • on
A mobiie home lot in
av rr
good location on
Highway 193
Well
Oldsmobo, .+9
septic sank
electric
: loot"
pole concrete steps and
ijil
r
I
56 000
A
pr co .
slab
Better hurry
SOP
proximately S acres on
PERUD REALT* rsi ( i Any*.tne 71. 01
Ralph Wright Road All
74 Camaro :
1777
wooded and waiting for
akeon,
1 r
you to build that dream
4.4
Motorcycles
r.
.•
54
house $? SOO
Roberts
S *.•
steren tape
,
5,..
,.•
197S
125
Realty Co 753 1651
,
ISO( C.Infel: •
excellent,
'•
'
Large tot in Lynn
1,
44
Dodge 0”- '
or - 753 1194S
1.114
••••
•
Grove 7 acres. 740 ft
s Call 753 INV
in
frontage on #93 small Sp
!,79 Mustang A '•
tOtir
electric 1971 Honia i
barn
water
.assette a • 53
and septic system in Cylinder a •T taer,ng
t•(e,
Calf 751 (sS;
Sax
cluded Call 759 4935 or and luggage r
5 ,300
757 7791
435 4594 alter Sp m

45. Farms for Sale

5teoCor45oLE
2600 CARTS
.1V. ;MAOItySIC.
&oval,e40
RECOkW•TAPES•STtREO

Canter

Moyers ham herrn...re

44. Lotsfor Sale

ATARI4cARTS

Located At The
Money

Offloil Cant 09 Goo

C• 11.0••••••••

A

Arnim* 04 Chest,
15 ft. Wastrels Beet,
heater, Sefe•Rest
Tee, Washer, Dryer,
Aleph Chests, Weed
Steve, Refrigereter,
etc. lest T
Foley Signs. Feb. 18
end 19.

STROUT
REALTY

111

Ow intertst is ye.
Pays off.

GARAGE
SALE

' Ma;
31
ENVII X

It's Our
Tenth Anniversary!

1(5 11171146
y
Stick I bedroom
nieighbortexxf lentrol go, ..- •
dien wort, boeliceses
low 560.
PrK•O

r

We've Got
Super Specials
This Weekend

. ..

,

.
1 111144111

12111WI.
•
4 bedroom 2 loyal borne wit, fi,eoio.e •

JUST OU TSi121 OF TO9111

1.c.(UP.,ot 000r,
COM is OnOrrlft 01 pr- e
147 1100 COntect lOPPINUO "fain' •1'

FIII Stitt 80

ikon Street

Buttermilk Pancakes
Ham & Cheese Omelette
WiPancakes
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
W/Slaw
Ky. Country Ham
Sandwich W/Fries
8 Oz. Chopped Beef
Dinner
Baked Virginia Ham
Dinner

GO 111151 tOUNG Mali

753 1777
4101

08

•,

4

•

S 1 79
0011 tIGNT IN

()sly 5139

'317 condthon
aeyearotred
onctst aped 3 bedroom brick horny New at,
piances and,approi I we lot Hibt..01 I 7 -

North Only 535.000 KOPPIRUD 114iitA
75) 1777

•Gall? IVY
%Ivo, b,S N.-, • ••
•
econornytoi
Or •
p.v.dd to to

t ,-,

617 5189
$
WI 199
1(01101111 5P1C1A1

648189

tn
Iso bear oorn bungalow ono blab
UnmetSay Safer pay rent while vov ion WV
(not* oeanagnettate OH•eaa et only 516 500

ehenerOPPIIIWO 1IAIIT 753 1777

1111111iOtt WT11110611
•, n, •
rr 'se
soil (Orpeing trepia•• nee roof
Ova one half otr• to. located tea rm..,
of Korth ansterke ,fekscall 10 170 Ofin

Specials good Fob. 11116, 1116 awl 1016
SlOrt

flies Whoa Nero Having
Feel"

us bootee

Zea BM
DOSTON riA ASTI - 641 NORTH

7531222_
(24 Hour
Phone)

711

7531222
Homes FUR UV1flG•

Main.
Murray,
Ky. j

1'114 11 Ilit MI RR s 1 Is%

1 I la

Eta 11VIt *et rota. February 18 1113

OBITUARIES
Noel Parrish
Elvis Berry dies here Thursday Mrs. Wade's funeral Saturday
Riley
Mrs.
dies
Pritchett
Paul
rites
Kunisch
Mrs. lrna Lavelle ford. Pans. Tenn., and a
Elvis Berry. 42.
grasuichildren also surdies Thursday
Wade,
M. Paris. Tenn.. halt sister, Mrs 'Estelle
vive.,
North
St.,
Sixth
died
to be Saturday Thursday; rites dies Thursday Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at -The funeral will be died Thursday
at Henry Turner, Murray.
Noel Parrish. 83, New
The funeral will be
Murray-Calloway County Saturday at 1 p.m. in the Gamey General Hospital.
Concord, died Thursday
The funeral for to be Saturday
0 Paul Kunisch, 77, Rt Hospital He had resided chapel of StockdaleShe is survived by her Saturday at 1 p.m. at M.
at 4 pm at Murray Callow ay County
Hospital His wife, Robbie Parrish, died Aug 15.
1975
He as a member of
Pleasant Valle) Church
of Christ Horn Jan 13.
1902, he was the son of the
late Willie Parrish and
Hula 1)4)1Ieson Parrish
Survivors are two
daughters. Mrs Jack
.lean , Wheeler, New
Contort arid Mrs Glen
W II 11
Eldridge,
A II1111 four sons, (1 I)
Parrish .1.irrirs Parrish
and Bobby Parnsh, New
con, ord. and Warren
Parrish Hamlin
Also surviving are
three sisters Mrs James
Imogene: K 11111Jr11 1(t 5.
Mrs "1o) Arnett Iamb.
Nea CartciiI'd :11141 Mrs
Thomas Finale Lamb
Sinri
10
1
three
brothers 1.1 i111:111 Parrish.
Charta. Parrish,
NewI'onenefi. and Rupert
Varrish. RI 4
.1 welv••
graroh hildren
and 2 2 gr ea t
%aarld, liddren also
l:11;e
1 he funeral will be Sun
day at 2 p in in the
lapel 4 of Sia x Chun hill
Violet al Home Burial
will folloa in Walter
Parker Cemetery
Friends may all at the
funeral home after 12
noon on Saturday

Members given 1(111041()N1). Va Al''
niverseas
hun hr.",
related to the Southern'
Baptist I 'orivent ion bapWed a record 140,844 new
believers in 1982, nearly
11 percent mare than the
previrius >ear The '13 8
million- in e iii Ii e r
denomination reports the
tiverseas churches riaw
have an additional 1 5
IT dillion

Leonard Pritchett will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Dexter Baptist Church
with the Rev
Waid
Copeland and the Rev
James Hale officiating
Burial will follow in
Stewart Cemetery with
military rites at the
grave •
Filen& may call at the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home until Saturday at
noon when the body will
be taken to the_Ehurch.
Mr Pritchett, 60, lit
Alum. died Wednesday at
r; 34 p 111 at Murray calloway County
Hospital
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs Pansy. Phillips
Pritr hett • stepmother.
Mrs Fairy Pritchett.
five sons. three sisters,
seven brothers and nine
graralchildren

Shanklin rites
are conducted
'ii'

WIlliUrn

Mrs Mary Dees Riley.
Rt. S. Mayfield. died
Thursda) at 3 40 a in at
Community Hospital.
Mayfield
The deceased was a
member of Wesleyan
Church
She is survived by her
husband. Ii B Riley. one
daughter. Mrs Carolyn
Minton Reese. Fort
Payne, Ala . one sister.
Mrs Ruby Lee Hall,
Newport Tenn
Also surviving art two
grandchildren and one
great-grandchild
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p rn. m the
chapel of Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield
The Rev Robert Croft
and the Rev John Abernathy will officiate
Pallbearers will be Bill
Galloway. liar
Stansberry. Bruce Riley .
Wally Higdon. Stan
Tucker and Farrell
Elliott
Burial will follow in Mt
Zion L•ernetery in
Calloway Count)
Friends may all at the
Funeral home

Shanklin acre Thursday
at 2 p in in the chapel of
Latham Funeral Home.
Elkton, The Rev John I.
r ;tinter 'ilia iated
Burial as in I ilenwood
Cemetery there
Sti.triklin. 78,
Sir
Dent McKinney
Elkton, died Tuesday at
85,
his home lie was a liellview. Mo . (lied
Thursday morning at. St
retired farmer
Barn Sept 16. 1904, he John's Mercy Hospital.
St Louis, Mo
.
thy 5)1
of the late
Robert
Shanklm and
lie was preceded in
Hattie Adams Shanklin
11r:11t1 by one son John
Mrs ho'. Rudd
Si
NI UK 111110 ,
Murray
Shanklui died in 1947
Jan 16. 1982
Sur% ivors include 'four
daughters, Mrs Jessie
Mr McKinney is surMorgante Murray , Mrs vived ta his wife. Mrs
Mayme Burdin. liart4;%%, Jessie McKinney, to
Bessi
Fla . Mrs
whom he was married
Burnett, Franklin, and Jan 27, 1923: • one Mae
Mrs .lean Powell. Tren- William I) McKinney
ton, eight granachildren. and wife, Paula,
six great -grand( Ii dren
Mo daughter-

4. died Thursday at 11145
p in at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was a
member of Christ
Lutheran Church, Fairfax. Va . but attended*
I.oc ust G rove Baptist
Church
Born July 24. 1905. in
Michigan, he was the son
of the late Paul and Clara
Kunisch
Survivors are tus wife,
Mrs I.ois Cathey
Kumsch, to whom lw was
married on April 10. 1936.
a brother-in-law, H I.
Catney lit 4
Services will be Saturda) at 230 pm in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev Jack Jones will
offi4 tate
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
;ardens
.Friends may. call at Ow
funeral borne
The family requests
that expre'ssions of syrtipathy take the form of
donations to the Red
Cross Blood Bank at
Murray-l'alloway County
Hospital

Dent McKinney dies at hospital
in-law. Mrs John 'Edna
McKinney, Murray
His three surviving
_grandchildren are Mrs.
Diivid Martha Parker
of Murray, Ms Mary
Ilardin of Euless. Texas,
and Dr
William 1).
McKinney, Jr , Ironton,
Mo , one greatErandrlaughter. Emily
McKinney
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 30 p m in the
chapel of Bryson Funeral
Home, Pilot Knob, Mo
Burial will follow in Ar•
calla Valley Cemetery.

in Murray since
November 1942
The deceased had
taught school for 10 years
in Tennessee He had
retired as production control engineer with
Cleveland Tap Screw Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Born Feb. 2, 1901. in
Benton County. Tennessee, he was the son of
the late Marion Dillard
Berry and Lola Belle
Greer Berry
•
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs Lorene 1.VheaUey
Berry, to whom he was
married April 19, 1924;
four daughters. Mrs.
Dons Kovak and Mrs.
Gene Joanne Cohoon,
Murray, Mrs. Lester
Jane
Evans. Pans.
Tenn. and Mrs. William
ISandra I Gus, Cleveland,
Ohio; three sons, Duane
Berry. San Marcos,
Texas. ()Ilan Berry,
Round Rock, Texas. and
Dean Berry. Warren.Pa.
Also surviving are five
sisters. Mrs. Ted 1 Lola
Maci Savoy , and Mrs.
Prentice 'Lizzie)
Holland. Big Sandy.
Tenn . Mrs. Milburn
'Alpha Shobe. Mayfield.
Mrs. Ailene Melton,
Camden. Tenn.. and Mrs.
Vernon Rozelle i Mansion. Gallatin. Tenn_
Four surviving
brothers are Albert Berry
and Frank Berry, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Jesse
Berry. Bertrand, Mo.,
and Willi/. Berry.
('amden. Tenn.
Thirteen'grandchildren
and nine great -

Malin Funeral Home, husband. Floyd Theodore
Camden, Tenn. The Rev. Wade; five daughters,
Leonard ,Greer will of- Mrs. Betty Styles,
Chicago, Mrs. Paulette
ficiate.
Burial will follow in Mt. Andrews, Mrs. Clara
Lon Cemetery near Big Anderson and Mrs. Patsy
Wilson, Paris, Tenn., and
Sandy,Tenn.
Blalock -Coleman Mrs. Mildred WithersFuneral Home had poon,Big Sandy,Tenn.
Two surviving sons are
charge of local arJohn Melvin Wade, Big
rangements.
Sandy, Tenn., and James
Ray Wade,Paris, Term
KANSAS CITY (AP) —
Also surviving are one
The Vatican has advised brother. John ir.,W_estherU.S. and European
bishops that they may go
beyond papal statements
in making their
perrel-Stais Marla. 14•as
assessments of nuclear 11411non
it i
ItioNrep
Parreort Nes Nog liark.4
weapons, war and peace.
Rawl laded.;I Ion% Stator
says the National 11.evols agt a Eat Ilarreas a CAL.
=WO 11 lom Sims 14 ismer tug dor Ur
Catholic Reporter.
as wits PAW IN
While U.S. bishops plan LA I DASIS Ms _
IN WI0
04 11061
to act in May in Chicago Ull PAM
US:Ma lbs
10 WAN
on their declaration on 1.111141 rM1111
1111111-111•
Leos
nuclear weapons, bishops
Ui 1-3 Ma/La
1111•C•
in West Germany, US 14 Mb*
SC •-•
•
MI 0.41
Holland, France and US 14 OHIO las
• 1411141alla SO 641•fey SI IS
England are also at work US 161 MIS am
047•
Moraid
on such statements.

Cannel Congregational
Methodist Church near
Big Sandy. Tenn
Burial will follow in
church cemetery with arrangements by
Stockdale-Malin Funeral
Home,Big Sandy.

Vatican advises
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WELL DRESSED
AND READY TO GO.
The totally new Cougar. Nam distinctive styling.
New,comfortable ride. And priced to move fast.
Hurry in!

$9,521*

MERCURY COUGAR
• Alt-now aerodynamic design
•Dramatic formal roof Una
• 3$ liter V-11 3-swwd automatic
-transmission(Optional S Doty
V-8 0.00 also availabiti)

1

T•tie umire dooanaliof chafed* awera

Hatcher Auto Sales
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EARLY BIRD SPECIALS FROM
MURRAY RENTAL & SNAPPER
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FAMOUS Spred Satin'
Latex Wall Paint
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Mtn; Blinds
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RECEIVE A
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Sole Ends
March Stli

Vinyl Wollcovering
Preposted & Strippable
In Stock
$499 single roll

SIiCk1iDecorating Caster
701 S. 4th St.

7534839

Allerrey

Clawavar rim raMawagire

WITH THE

SNAPPER NW
THE LAWN

$349
sq. yard

The SNAPPER tront
tine tiller will tackle the
roughest gardening
chores with ease Till
mg width can be increased from 2610 3t)
with optional extension
tines The heart of the
tough SNAPPER titter
is a chain drive transmission that s sealed in
lubricant for lashng
power
See the SNAPPER
tough tiller at your
local SNAPPER dealer
today

YOU GET A

Blinds50% off
Congoleum
Vinyl Floor
Covering
In Stock

GET ONE
TOUGH
TILLER

HI-VAC

ff

Sole Ends 2-27-83

WITH THE
PURCHASE
OF THIS
21 INCH SELF
PROPELLED

WITH THIS UNIT
RECEIVE A

FREE FREE
THACHERaER
PLANTER
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